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Preface
It was a mid-december 2014 day in my lab, and, as usual, I was working on 3D
vision, the main topic of my doctorate work. I remember that Domenico was
writing a proposal for a position of the 2015 EUROfusion Engineering Grants
call, the most prestigious founding opportunity for early-stage doctoral and post-
doctoral researchers supported by EUROfusion, the European consortium for the
development of fusion energy. He asked me and Mario, at that time working on
his master thesis, to help him in writing a proposal for another position, which
was focused on remote maintenance inside fusion reactors. The problem was that
the deadline was that same night. And, EUROfusion aimed at found one project
for each position. Excited from the idea, we started to work on it. In the af-
ternoon, Professor Giuseppe Di Gironimo came in the lab, and, on the advice of
Domenico, he decided to submit the proposal with me as principal investigator.
Among Mario and me, I was selected only because an eligibility criterion of the
call required the applicant to possess a master degree in Engineering. In one
day, we wrote that proposal. Since the objective was the realistic simulation of
flexible robotic manipulators, we focused it in closing the gap between continuum
mechanics and robotics. This has always represented a great challenge for me,
inspired from the robotics class of Professor Bruno Siciliano and the computa-
tional mechanics class of Professor Luciano Rosati. After two months, a mail
from EUROfusion invited me in Garching, Mu¨nchen, for the interview, in front
of the most important representatives of the fusion research worldwide. One
month later, the results stated that our project was funded. I remember Profes-
sor Vincenzo Coccorese, the president of CREATE Consortium, coming in our
lab to personally congratulate for the successful outcome. I would never forget
the emotions of that moment. As a result, after almost one year of activities, the
topic of my doctorate work was shifted to the new one. The challenge to enable
safer remote applications in challenging environments gave me the opportunity to
work in the field of continuum robotics, very exciting for a mechanical engineer
in love with robotics.
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Abstract
Enabling remote semi-autonomous operations in hazardous environments is a
challenging technological problem, given the difficulty to access in confined and
constrained spaces using classical robotic systems. Inspired by biological trunks
and tentacles, soft continuum robots constitute a possible solution to this prob-
lem, for their ability to traverse confined spaces, manipulate objects in complex
environments, and conform their shape to nonlinear curvilinear paths. The need
of reaching difficult-to-access industrial sites for maintenance and inspection pro-
cedures or anatomical sites for less invasive robotic surgery mainly motivates the
current research. Despite the recent advances in the design and fabrication of
soft robots, the community still suffers for the lack of a consolidate modeling
framework for simulating their mechanical behavior. Such a modeling frame-
work is the necessary condition for developing new physical design and control
strategies, as well as path planning algorithms. Indeed, despite their appreciable
features, soft robots usually generate undesired vibrations during normal proce-
dures. This is one of the main reasons which still limits their potentially wide use
in real scenario. Realistic modeling frameworks might leverage the development
of model-based predictive controllers to compensate for the undesired vibrations,
as well as design concepts and optimized trajectories to avoid the excitation of
the vibration modes of the mechanical structure.
The main objective of the thesis is to develop a unified mathematical framework
for simulating the mechanical behavior of soft continuum robotic manipulators,
which can also accommodate the dynamic simulation of classical rigid robots. The
computer implementation of this theoretical framework leads to the development
of SimSOFT, a physics engine for soft robots. The formulation has been vali-
dated through literature benchmark and some applications are presented. One
of the major strengths of the framework is that it can accommodate the real-
istic simulation of kinematic trees or loops constituted either by rigid or soft
arms connected by rigid or flexible joints.The simulation of hybrid mechanisms,
composed by classical rigid kinematic chains and soft continuum manipulators,
which can be used to have larger dexterity in smaller workspaces, as they are
easily to miniaturize, is thus possible. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
the mathematical models developed in the thesis constitute the first attempt in
the robotics community towards a unified framework for the dynamics of soft
continuum multibody systems.
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Introduction
Soft robots refer to robotic systems which exhibit an inherent compliant behavior.
Their key component is represented by the continuously deformable mechanical
structure, which provides them new capabilities relative to traditional robots.
The most commonly used traditional robots are kinematically non-redundant.
They have been used since many years to repetitively perform a prescribed mo-
tion in well-known environments. When a robot has more degrees of freedom
(DOF) than the necessary to execute a task (e.g., a 7-DOF arm with a 6-DOF
task space) it is said to be redundant, or, in extreme cases, hyper-redundant.
Hyper-redundant robots have a large number of links and joints; they have the
potential to work in unstructured environments and provide high dexterity. When
the number of DOF approaches infinity, the robot approaches what is known as a
continuum robot. The shape of a continuum robot is defined by an infinite-DOF
elastic member. Since an elastic structure has a distributed deformation and it is
inherently compliant, we use the term soft robots to indicate a infinite-DOF com-
pliant robotic manipulator. When multiple infinite-DOF elastic structures are
connected through joints in a generic kinematic chain, the soft robot approaches
the continuum multibody structure. A qualitative picture on classification of
robots based on the DOF is shown in Fig. 1. The configuration space of soft
robots is theoretically infinite: the robot tip (tips) can reach every point (points)
in the three-dimensional workspace with an infinite number of robot configura-
tions. Exploiting large strain deformation, soft robots can adapt their shape to
nonlinear path and squeeze through openings smaller than their nominal dimen-
sions. All these features enable soft robots to perform delicate tasks in cluttered
and/or unstructured environments, as well as to investigate novel grasping and
manipulation possibilities. Further, the compliance of their underlying material
makes them ideal for applications which require a safer physical human-robot
interaction.
Mathematical models, i.e., idealized mathematical descriptions in the form of
equations for real-world systems, play a crucial role in the soft robotics context.
In this thesis we will present a unified mathematical framework for serial/parallel
kinematic chains costituted by rigid/soft arms connected through rigid/flexible
joints. In the remaining part of this Chapter we present an overview on the
current formulations for multibody systems as well as for soft robotic arms. Then,
we formulate the objectives that will be discussed in the thesis, as reported in
the outline.
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non-redundant redundant hyper-redundant continuum continuum
multibody
∞DOF
Figure 1: Classification of robots based on degrees of freedom. (Images: from left,
c© 2017 Universal Robots A/S; c© 2017 Kuka Robotics Corp.; Choset’s Modsnake;
c© 2017 Hansen Medical Inc.)
Formulation for multibody systems
In the multibody dynamics community, many different formulations are available
to describe the motion of a generic mechanical systems. Two classifications are
mainly adopted for multibody systems, one based on variables, one based on
coordinate systems [1].
Variables classification
Different variables can be chosen for the representation of large amplitude motions
and connections between bodies.
• Relative variables [2]. The configuration of a dynamical system is expressed
in a recursive way; the relative variables describe the relative configurations
between the bodies as imposed by the joints. Usually, the relative variables
are chosen to be the relative coordinates inside the joints, as the relative
angle in a revolute joint or the relative displacement in a prismatic joint.
For open-loop rigid topologies, this approach is appealing since a minimal
number of variables is necessary to fully describe the system [3]. However,
for closed-loop topologies, relative variables are no longer independent and
complicated nonlinear algebraic constraint equations must be formulated to
represent closure conditions.
• Absolute variables [4]. Each body of the system is regarded a-priori as a free
body and its configuration is described by a set of variables expressed with
respect to a fixed inertial reference frame. The absolute variables are re-
dundant and a set of nonlinear algebraic constraint equations is introduced
to describe the kinematic connections between the bodies. This approach
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leads to a larger number of variables, but the system of equations of the
model can be generated in a systematic way by an assembly procedure, is
loosely coupled and its sparsity can be exploited for an efficient computer
implementation.
• Mixed variables. The description of the system involves at the same time
absolute and relative variables, which are related through algebraic con-
straints. The number of variables is increased, but it is still sparse.
Coordinate system classification
Different coordinate system, i.e., different coordinate frames, can be used to for-
mulate the equations of motions.
• Floating frame of reference (FFR) formulation [2, 5, 6]. A floating frame is
defined for each flexible component. The overall motion of a component is
described by superimposing a local motion to a mean rigid body motion of
a floating frame. The rigid body motion can be described using absolute
or relative variables. The local motion is represented by additional local
variables, which are usually referred to as modal amplitudes or elastic co-
ordinates. The FFR approach reproduces exactly the rigid body motion,
and it represents the natural way to extend rigid multibody dynamics to
flexible multibody systems. One drawback of this formulation is that it is
not able to account for geometrically nonlinear effects of deformations, such
as the geometric stiffening occurring under fast rotations.
• Corotational frame (CF) formulation [7–10]. A corotational frame is defined
for each (finite) element. The corotational frame of each element follows a
mean rigid body motion of the component. This method is usually based on
absolute nodal variables and aims at generalizing the geometrically linear
finite element tools to the geometrically nonlinear case, i.e., including large
amplitude motions.
• Inertial frame (IF) formulation [4, 11–14], also called geometrically exact
(finite) element formulation. The global inertial reference frame is used
as a reference frame for all motions. This approach is usually based on
absolute variables, which include position and finite rotation. The exact
representation of the rigid body motions is achieved by deriving frame in-
variant deformation measures from continuum mechanics. Since the motion
of a component is viewed as a whole, without a priori decomposition into
a mean rigid body and a superimposed flexible motion, the formulations
based on the geometrically exact nonlinear beam theory are the most gen-
eral and accurate to account for flexibility [15].
In the current work, we use a geometrically exact finite element formulation which
makes use of mixed variables, namely absolute variables for the representation of
large amplitude motion, and relative variables for the connection between bodies.
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Framework for soft robotic arms
Two different frameworks are mainly adopted in the literature to model soft
robotics arms, the kinematics and the mechanics frameworks [16].
Kinematics framework
A kinematic-based framework can follow one of the following approaches.
• Discrete rigid links [17, 18]. The simplest approach to approximate a con-
tinuous elastic structure is to consider a series of n rigid links connected by
conventional revolute, universal or spherical joints.
• Constant-curvature [19], the most adopted approach in the soft robotics
community. It represents the soft robotics arm as a finite collection of mutu-
ally tangent circular arcs, which can be described by only three parameters:
radius of curvature, angle of the arc, bending plane. The configuration of
the arm is full described by these three parameters. Notice that ”constant”
here refers to invariance with respect to arc length, not time. In this con-
text, the homogeneous transformations along a constant curvature robotic
arm have been derived from a variety of perspectives, such as Denavit-
Hartenberg parameters [20, 21], and exponential coordinates [22,23].
• Variable-curvature [24–27]. The configuration of the backbone, i.e. the
position and the orientation of the infinite-DOF elastic member, is obtained
as a function of the arc length along the robot’s shape. The approach to
model continuum robots using variable-curvature frameworks dates back to
the works of Chirikjian on hyper-redundant serial manipulators [28–30].
Mechanics framework
Mechanics (or dynamics) frameworks can be combined with various kinematics
frameworks to achieve a mechanics-based representation of the governing equa-
tions for the robot configuration.
• Lumped parameters models [31, 32]. They arise almost automatically as an
extension of discrete-link kinematic frameworks, but they can also be im-
posed on top of constant and variable curvature frameworks. The approach
consists of attaching discrete mechanical elements such as point masses,
springs and dampers, to the kinematics framework in order to approximate
the mechanical behavior of a continuous elastic and/or viscous element.
The governing equations for lumped-parameters model can be obtained by
energy methods or classical Newton-Euler equations describing how forces
and moments propagate from link to link.
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• Energy methods [33]. These methods belong to a powerful class of tools
that have been used for a large variety of purposes in continuum robotics
research. Energy minimization has been used to derive both constant and
non-constant curvature models for concentric-tube robots [23, 25] and for
multibackbone robots [34].
• Classical elasticity theories [11,12]. Various elasticity theories for long slen-
der bodies have been adopted to describe continuum robots. The widely
used approach which involves the classical Bernoulli-Euler beam theory
and thus, makes the assumption of small deflections, has been adopted to
model flexible manipulators in the past years. The planar, large-deflection,
Bernoulli-Euler elastica theory and its analytical solution in terms of elliptic
functions have been used to describe the exact mechanics of planar robotic
arms [35]. Timoshenko beam models have also been investigate to include
shear effects [36]. A promising approach for modeling soft continuum robots
comes from the Cosserat rod theory, which allows to include both shear and
torsion effects. The theory makes no small-deflection geometric approxima-
tions and can accomodate any non-linear stress-strain relashionship. The
first attempt to use Cooserat rod theory to model continuum robots was
by Trivedi et. al in [37]. Starting from the pioneer works of Simo and
Vu-Quoc [11,12], Sonneville et. al recently developed a beam model formu-
lated on a Lie group [38]. Similar governing equations have been derived
by Chirikjian to model structures in robotics and molecular biology [39].
In the current work, we develop a novel piecewise constant deformation model
for soft continuum manipulators in the context of the Cosserat rod theory which
accounts for bending, shear and torsion effects, using the screw theory and the
finite element method.
Objectives
The objective of the thesis is to propose a general theoretical framework for soft
robots formulated on a Lie group. The framework leads to the following mean
derivations
1. Product-of-exponential formulae for soft manipulator arms.
2. Soft geometric Jacobians for soft manipulator arms.
3. Dynamic models for soft manipulator arms.
4. Dynamic models for robotic mechanisms including rigid and/or soft arms
connected by rigid and/or flexible joints.
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Outline
The manuscript is outlined as follows
• Chapter 1: The descriptions of the geometric formalism and the geometric
methods used in the thesis are presented.
• Chapter 2: The kinematic formulation for a continuum arm and a piecewise
constant deformation arm is derived on a Lie group.
• Chapter 3: The differential kinematics is formulated in terms of the Jaco-
bians, and the kineto-statics duality is emphasized.
• Chapter 4: The dynamics is formulated using the Hamilton’s principle,
which leads to the well-known structure of the dynamic model for rigid
manipulators.
• Chapter 5: The dynamics of hybrid mechanisms is formulated thanks to
the definition of the joints.
• Chapter 6: The description, benchmarks and applications of SimSOFT, a
physics engine for soft robots, are addressed.
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The geometric formalism
The use of geometric techniques in robotics is motivated by the fact that often
the most salient physical features of a robot are best captured by a geometric
description. The advantages of the geometric approach have been recognized for a
while by practitioners of classical screw theory, which dates back to the early 1900s
to the pioneering work of Ball [40]. However, the mostly algebraic alternatives to
screw theory and the requirement of a new language of concepts and constructs
(screws, twists, wrenches, . . . ) have slowed down a wide development in the
robotics community. The breakthrough that made the techniques of classical
screw theory accessible to a more general audience arrived in the early 1980s,
when Roger Brockett showed how to describe kinematic chains mathematically
in terms of the Lie group structure of rigid-body motions [41]. This discovery
allowed re-inventing screw theory by appealing to the basic linear algebra and
linear differential equations. With this modern screw theory, the powerful tools
of modern differential geometry can be used to describe, in a simple and elegant
manner, a wide range of robotics problems. This has led to the development of
excellent textbooks by Murray et al. [42], Selig [43], and, recently, Lynch and
Park [44] in the context of rigid robotics.
In general, bodies, as robotics arms, deform under applied loads and external
conditions. Their physical behavior can be caught by using the classical tools of
continuum mechanics for three-dimensional solids [45–47]. However, in robotics
applications, we usually deal with solids in which one dimension is predomi-
nant over the two others. Thus, we can refer to the classical beam theory, such
that the configuration of a body can be defined by considering two-dimensional
cross-sections upon a three-dimensional reference curve. When the cross-section
dimensions are small compared to the length of the reference curve, the following
kinematic assumption can be formulated to describe the behaviour of the original
three-dimensional solid: ”the cross-sections behave as rigid bodies and, as a con-
sequence, remain flat.” This assumption allows the use of the powerful geometric
techniques in the context of soft robotics: a soft robotic arm is the result of the
different rigid body transformations of the cross-sections.
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As result, the main concept of rigid body transformations might be applied both
to rigid and soft robotics arms. Using a finite element terminology, a rigid body is
described by one node, while a soft body is described by a finite set of nodes which
moves upon a shape function which approximate the original three-dimensional
reference curve.
In this chapter we start by introducing the concept of rigid body transformations,
represented by frame transformations which belongs to the special Euclidean
group SE(3). For the mathematical description of frames, the reader can refer to
the abstract concepts of Lie group and Lie algebra, explained in Appendix A. In
this chapter we only point out the geometrical interpretations. After, the notion
of local frame representation of derivatives is introduced. This concept will be
relevant in all the thesis, since it will allow the derivation of equations of motion
based on intrinsic quantities. As illustrative example of the geometric techniques,
the equations of motion of a rigid body are derived using the Hamilton’s princi-
ple of mechanics. Further, geometric time integration methods are presented to
obtain global parametrization-free equations of motion.
1.1 Rigid body transformations
The motion of a particle moving in Euclidean space is described by giving the
location of the particle at each instant of time, relative to an inertial Cartesian
reference frame. Let us consider a vector p ∈ R3 to denote the position vector
of a material point p of a body with respect to the fixed reference frame (I,o).
The configuration of the body in the fixed reference frame is called the reference
configuration. Let us observe the motion of the point towards another configura-
tion, in which the position of the point p with respect to the fixed reference frame
is denoted q = g(p). We call the novel configuration of the body the current
configuration. The position vectors of the current configuration can be expressed
as transformations of the same position vectors of the reference configuration. A
rigid-body transformation is a special class of transformation which is defined as
follows.
Definition 1 A mapping g : R3 → R3 is a rigid body transformation if it satisfies
the following two properties:
• Distance is preserved, i.e., ||g(pj)− g(pi)|| = ||pj − pi|| ∀ pi,pj ∈ R3
• Cross product is preserved, i.e., u(a× b) = g(a)× g(b) ∈ R3
A rigid motion preserves the distance between points and the angle between vec-
tors. This means that rigid-body transformations map right-handed, orthonormal
frames to right-handed, orthonormal frames.
Definition 1 leads to the following proposition, which is illustrated in Fig. 1.1
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I
R
Rp
u
q = g(p)
p
reference configuration
current configuration
o
Figure 1.1: Rigid body transformation
Proposition 1 Rigid body transformations are such that the position vector of
any material point p in the current configuration is given by the affine mapping
q = u + Rp (1.1)
where u ∈ R3 is the current position vector of the reference point and R ∈ SO(3),
which characterizes the orientation of the body in the current configuration with
respect to the reference frame I, is a rotation matrix, i.e., a 3 × 3 matrix which
satisfies
RTR = I3×3 (1.2)
det(R) = +1 (1.3)
The rigid body transformation from the reference configuration to the current
configuration is fully represented by a rotation matrix R and a position vector
u. This transformation is represented by six parameters: three are related to u,
while three are related to R. Indeed, the nine components of a rotation matrix
are subject to six independent nonlinear orthonormality constraints in the form
RTR = I3×3.
The special Orthogonal group SO(3) is the matrix Lie group which describes the
rotational motion in R3. This group is fully described in A.2.
1.2 Homogeneous transformation matrices
The rigid body transformation in Eq. 1.1 can be represented in matrix form by
using the homogeneous representation of vector as[
q
1
]
= H(R,u)
[
p
1
]
(1.4)
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where the 4× 4 matrix
H = H(R,u) =
[
R u
01×3 1
]
(1.5)
contains the whole information about the current configuration. The general rigid
body motion is a combination of rotation and translation. The homogeneous
transformation matrix H = H(R,u) ∈ SE(3) allows representing a general rigid
body motion in a simple and elegant manner.
The special Euclidean group SE(3) is the matrix Lie group which describes the
rigid body motion in R3. This group is fully described in A.3.
1.3 Twists
Let us consider the derivative of the homogeneous transformation matrix in
Eq. 1.5 as
H˙ = Hη˜L (1.6)
= η˜RH (1.7)
where η˜L ∈ se(3) and η˜R ∈ se(3) are respectively called the left and the right
invariant vector field. The element η˜ ∈ se(3) is the Lie algebra associated to the
Lie group H ∈ SE(3). In the screw theory, the Lie algebra η˜ ∈ se(3) is called
twist. It has the following expression
η˜ =
[
ω˜ v
01×3 1
]
(1.8)
where the Lie algebra ω˜ ∈ so(3) is the skew-symmetric matrix
ω˜ =
 0 −ω3 ω2ω3 0 −ω1
−ω2 ω1 0
 (1.9)
which allows the description of the angular velocity associated to a rigid body
transformation.
According to the isomorphism g ' Rk, so(3) is isomorphic to R3 with ω =
[ω1 ω2 ω3]
T , while se(3) is isomorphic to R6 with
η =
[
v
ω
]
(1.10)
If ηa is the expression of the velocity vector in the current configuration {a}, the
expression of the same velocity vector in another frame {b}, whose transformation
matrix with respect to the current configuration is given by the homogeneous
transformation matrix Hba = H(Rba,uba) ∈ SE(3), is given by
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ηb =
[
Rba u˜baRba
03×3 Rba
]
η = AdHba(ηa) (1.11)
η˜b = Hbaη˜H
−1
ba = AdHba(η˜a) (1.12)
where Ad is the Adjoint representation defined in Eq. A.4. For a deeper under-
standing of the invariant vector fields, the reader can refer to Appendix A.
1.4 Screws: a geometrical description of twists
A twist η˜ can be interpreted in terms of a screw axis S and a velocity θ˙ about
the screw axis. A screw axis represents the familiar motion of a screw: rotating
about the axis while also translating along the axis. We can represent a screw
axis S as the collection {q, s, p}, where q ∈ R3 is any point on the axis, s is a
unit vector in the direction of the axis, and p is the screw pitch, which defines the
ratio of the linear velocity along the screw axis to the angular velocity θ˙ about
the screw axis.
For a physical interpretation of the screw axis, see Fig. 1.2. Using this Figure,
we can write the twist η corresponding to an angular velocity θ˙ about S as
η =
[
v
ω
]
=
[−sθ˙ × q + psθ˙
sθ˙
]
(1.13)
Notice that the linear velocity v is the sum of two terms: one related to the
translation along the screw axis, psθ˙, and one related to the linear motion at the
origin induced by the rotation about the axis, −sθ˙ × q. The first term is in the
direction of s, while the second term is in the plane orthogonal to s.
One of the possibilities to define a screw axis S is to define it as the normalized
version of the twist corresponding to the motion along the screw: in this case we
have η = Sθ and η˜ = S˜θ, where S and S˜ are defined by
S =
[
v
ω
]
∈ R6 (1.14)
S˜ =
[
ω˜ v
01×3 0
]
∈ se(3) (1.15)
As for the twists, it holds Sb = AdHba(Sa) and S˜b = AdHba(S˜a).
1.5 Exponential coordinate representation
The Chasles-Mozzi theorem states that every rigid body motion can be realized
by a rotation about an axis combined with a translation parallel to that axis.
In this Section, the objective is to find the exponential coordinates of a homoge-
neous transformation matrix, i.e., the exponential coordinates associated with a
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s
θ˙
q
pqθ˙
−sθ˙ × q
Figure 1.2: A screw axis S represented by a point q, a unit direction vector s
and a pitch p.
rigid body motion. Let us start by considering Eq. 1.6 using the left invariant
vector field as
H˙ = Hη˜ (1.16)
Equation 1.16 can be seen as a linear differential equation on a Lie group. If η˜
does not depend on t, the solution is given by
H(t) = H0 expSE(3)(η˜t) (1.17)
where H0 is a constant of integration and expSE(3)(·) is the exponential map on
SE(3), which maps an element of the Lie algebra η˜ ∈ se(3) into an element of
the Lie group H ∈ SE(3). The exponential operator is defined in Eq. B.3. The
exponential map on SE(3) is given by
expSE(3)(η) =
[
expSO(3)(ω) T
T
SO(3)(ω)v
01×3 1
]
(1.18)
where T is the tangent operator defined in Eq. B.8 and expSO(3)(·) is the expo-
nential map on SO(3), which is given by
expSO(3)(ω) = I3×3 + α(ω)ω˜ +
β(ω)
2
ω˜2 (1.19)
with
α(ω) =
sin(‖ω‖)
‖ω‖ β(ω) = 2
1− cos(‖ω‖)
‖ω‖2 (1.20)
Equation 1.19 is known as Rodriguez’ formula for rotations.
The exponential map on SE(3) provides a constructive proof of the Chasles-Mozzi
theorem. That is, given an arbitrary H = H(R,u), one can always find a twist
vector η˜ such that
expSE(3)(η˜) =
[
R u
01×3 1
]
(1.21)
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where
η˜ = logSE(3)(H(R,u)) (1.22)
being logSE(3)(·) the logarithmic map on SE(3), which is defined as
logSE(3)(H(R,u)) =
[
ω˜ T−TSO(3)(ω)u
01×3 0
]
(1.23)
where T−1 is the inverse of the tangent operator defined in Eq. B.10 and ω˜ =
logSO(3)(R), with
logSO(3)(R) =
θ
2sinθ
(R−RT ) (1.24)
being
θ = acos
(
1
2
(trace(R)− 1
)
, θ < pi (1.25)
The geometric interpretation of this result is that the rotation matrix R is equiv-
alent to a rotation of the angle θ about the axis given by ω. This is known as
the angle and axis nonminimal representation of the orientation.
1.6 Wrenches
As twists merge the linear and angular components of velocities, we can merge
also forces and moments into a single six-dimensional vector called wrench as
τ =
[
f
m
]
∈ R6 (1.26)
Let us recall that the dot product of a force and a velocity acting on a rigid body
is a power, and power is a coordinate-independent quantity, we have
ηTb τ b = η
T
a τ a (1.27)
By inserting (1.11) in Eq. 1.27, we obtain
(AdHbaηa)
Tτ b = η
T
a τ a (1.28)
Since (1.28) must hold for all ηa, we achieve the result
τ b = Ad
−T
Hba
τ a (1.29)
stating that the relashionship between two wrenches expressed in two coordinate
frames is given by the inverse-transpose of the Adjoint representation.
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1.7 Equations of motion of a rigid body
As illustrative example, in this section we derive the equations of motion of a rigid
body using the left invariant vector field for the derivatives. This approach, as
pointed in [48], leads to intrinsic equations, i.e., equations which do not depend on
the position or the orientation of the bodies with respect to the inertial reference
frame.
1.7.1 Variations
The variations are used extensively in the calculus of variations [49] to derive the
equations of mechanics. The variation of a rotation matrix is given by
δ(R) = Rδ˜θ (1.30)
where δ˜θ ∈ so(3) is an arbitrary infinitesimal rotation associated with the axial
vectors δθ ∈ R3. By using Eq. A.8, the commutativity of the cross derivatives
reads
δ(ω˜)− (δ˜θ)· =
[
ω˜, δ˜θ
]
= ω˜δ˜θ − δ˜θω˜ (1.31)
which can be reformulated, according to (A.9), as
δ(ω)− (δθ)· = ω̂δθ − δ̂θω (1.32)
The variation of a frame, following (A.23), is given by
δ(H) = Hδ˜h = HV(δ˜θ, δhu) (1.33)
where δhu = R
T δu ∈ R3 is an arbitrary infinitesimal displacement expressed in
the local frame; the six-dimensional vector associated to δ˜h is given by
δh =
[
δhu
δθ
]
(1.34)
As for the rotation, the variation of a twist element is given by
δ(η˜)− (δ˜h)· =
[
η˜, δ˜h
]
= η˜δ˜h− δ˜hη˜ (1.35)
and it can be reformulated as
δ(η)− (δh)· = η̂δh− δ̂hη (1.36)
where η̂ and δ̂h are the 6× 6 matrices
η̂ =
[
ω˜ v˜
03×3 ω˜
]
; δ̂h =
[
δ˜θ δ˜hu
03×3 δ˜θ
]
(1.37)
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1.7.2 Kinetic energy
The kinetic energy K of a rigid body is the quadratic form
K = 1
2
∫
V
ρq˙TqdV (1.38)
where V and ρ are respectively the volume and the mass density of the body.
Considering that the velocity of a material point can be written as
q˙ = R(u + ω˜p) = R [I3×3 − p˜]η (1.39)
The kinetic energy can be expressed as
K = 1
2
ηTMη (1.40)
where, ∀a ∈ R3,
m =
∫
V
ρ dV ; J1(a) =
∫
V
ρa˜ dV ; J2(a) =
∫
V
ρa˜T a˜ dV (1.41)
the mass matrix is given by
M =
[
mI3×3 JT1 (p)
J1(p) J2(p)
]
(1.42)
and it does not depend on the position and the orientation of the body. This is
a direct consequence of the local frame interpretation of η. This will also results
in the invariance property of the inertia forces.
Classically, the reference configuration is defined such that the reference point and
the reference axes imply that J1 vanishes and J2 is diagonal. In the following,
we denote J2(p) as J. This must not be confused with J or J, the soft geometric
Jacobian that will be derived in Chapter 3.
1.7.3 Potential energy
The potential energy given by the external forces Vext of a rigid body is defined
as
Vext =
∫
V
qTgedV (1.43)
where ge is a 3×1 vector of applied external forces expressed in the fixed reference
frame.
1.7.4 Hamiltonian formulation
The dynamic equilibrium equations of the continuum arm can be obtained from
Hamilton’s principle, which states that the action integral over the time interval
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[t0, t1] is stationary provided that the initial and final configurations are fixed,
i.e., ∫ t1
t0
(δ(K) + δ(Vext)) dt = 0 . (1.44)
where the variations are fixed at t0 and t1. The variation of the kinetic energy
results
δ(K) = ((δhT )· + δhT η̂T )Mη (1.45)
The variation of the external potential energy can be written as
δ(Vext) =
∫
V
δ(q)TgedV (1.46)
where
δ(q) = R [I3×3 − q˜] δh (1.47)
such that
δ(Vext) = δhTgext (1.48)
where
gext =
[
gext,u
gext,ω
]
=
∫
V
[
I3×3
p˜
]
R˙Tge dV (1.49)
According to the interpretation of δh, gext takes the meaning of the external
forces expressed in the local frame. Inserting (1.45) and (1.49) in Eq. (1.44) and
integrating by parts lead to
[
δhT (Mη)
]t1
t0
−
∫ t1
t0
δhT (Mη˙ − η̂TMη − gext) dt = 0 (1.50)
Since the equations are valid ∀δh, the equations of motion are given by
H˙ = Hη˜ (1.51)
Mη˙ − η̂TMη = gext (1.52)
where Eq. 1.51 are kinematic equations which relate the velocity representation
and the time derivative of the frame representing the rigid body, and Eq. 1.52
are six dynamic equilibrium equations, three for the translational part and three
for the rotational part. According to the nature of η and δh, these equilibrium
equations are written in the local frame attached to the body.
In case of no external loads, Eq. 1.52 depends only on the left representation of
the velocities and are therefore independent of the configuration of the rigid body.
For this reason, they are coined as intrinsic equations. In other words, (1.51) and
(1.52) are decoupled and Eq. 1.52 can be solved for η. The configuration can be
obtained afterwards by solving Eq. 1.51.
In case of external loads, let us consider two representative practical load cases.
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• a follower moment as
gext =
[
03×1
m
]
(1.53)
where m is the 3 × 1 vector of the resulting moments of the distributed
forces. Under such loadingm Eq. 1.51 and Eq. 1.52 are still uncoupled.
• the gravity field, a force with a constant direction with respect to the fixed
reference frame given by
ge = ρge (1.54)
where g is the gravitational acceleration and e is a constant unit vector.
Accordingly, we have
gext =
[
mgRTe
03×1
]
(1.55)
where the choice of the reference frame as J1(p) = 03×3 leads to a vanishing
resulting moment. Notice that, due to the expression in the local frame,
gext,u depends on the rotation of the rigid body. This case leads to a coupling
of Eq. 1.51-1.52 and to a nonlinear external force.
1.8 Geometric time integration
This section introduces the problem of time integration for the numerical solution
of the equations of motion using a geometric approach. This is not a trivial
problem since frames, and in particular rotation variables, belong to a nonlinear
and non commutative space.
The classical approach to solve numerically the equations of motion of a dynamical
system formulated with rotation variables is to introduce a global parametriza-
tion of the motion, and in particular of the rotation, i.e., expressing the motion
variables in terms of specific coordinates with respect to the reference frame. Al-
though this procedure allows the convenient use of classical vector space solvers,
it suffers from some drawbacks. This approach is discussed in Section 1.8.1.
A modern approach to solve numerically the equations of motion of a dynami-
cal system involves the use of geometric methods which do not require a global
parametrization of the motion. For using such methods, the dynamics of the
system must be formulated on a Lie group. The Lie group structure of the
configuration space allows preserving the structure of the original equations of
motion, which do not suffer from any of the drawbacks inherent to the global
parametrization process.
In the context of geometric time integration, two modern approaches exist to
solve differential equations directly on the Lie groups, without any a priori def-
inition of generalized coordinates: the method of Crounch and Grossman [50]
and the method of Munthe-Kaas [51]. They are both based on the use of the
exponential map. The Crounch and Grossman idea is to use the exponential
map as the solution of the differential equations of a frozen velocity field on the
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Lie group. The Munthe-Kaas method uses the exponential map to construct
a local coordinate chart at each time step. In this work, we use the implicit
generalized−α−scheme proposed in [52,53], which follows the Crounch and Gross-
man ideas. This method has a proven second-order convergence rate and some
numerical damping can be used to lessen high frequency content. Furthermore,
it exhibits a reduced complexity because it involves purely geometric quantities.
The implicit generalized−α−scheme is reported in Appendix D. Obviously, other
schemes from the literature can be used, as [54, 55]
1.8.1 Global parametrization of rotation
In this Section we illustrate the main drawbacks of a classical approach, through
an illustrative example. The example is of a rotating rigid body without transla-
tional motion, such that a single 3D rotation variable is involved, and we use the
left representation of the derivative only, i.e., ωL.
The equations of motion of a single rotating body reduce to the Euler’s equations
R˙ = Rω˜ (1.56)
Jω˙ + ω˜TJω = 03×1 (1.57)
Equations 1.57 are first order nonlinear ordinary differential equations for the
vectorial quantity ω, while Eq. 1.56 are first order differential equations for the
rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3), which cannot be solved using classical vector space
methods since SO(3) is not a vector space.
A first classical family of methods to solve (1.56)–(1.57) is to introduce a global
minimal-parametrization of the rotation, i.e., expressing the 3 × 3 matrix R in
terms of a certain set of 3 parameters only, such that for any value of the param-
eters, it is guaranteed that R is a rotation matrix. Formally, we have
R = R(α1, α2, α3) (1.58)
where αi, i = 1, 2, 3 are three rotation parameters, which can be collected in a
3× 1 vector α. Many different parametrizations are possible, as Euler angles or
the conformal rotation vector; see e.g. [4, 13, 56] for an extensive description of
the possible parametrizations. Deriving Eq. 1.58 with respect to time leads to
the expression of the rotational velocities in terms of the time derivative of the
parameters. Formally, it reads
ω = T(α)α˙ (1.59)
where T(α) is a 3×3 matrix whose expression depends on the particular parametriza-
tion. Introducing (1.58) and (1.59) in (1.56)–(1.57), we obtain the parametrized
equations of motion as
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R = R(α) (1.60)
T(α)T
(
J2(T(α)α¨+ T˙(α, α˙)α˙) + (T(α)α˙)˜ J2T(α)α˙
)
= 03×1 (1.61)
Equations 1.56 are now replaced by the trivial equations in (1.60), while Eq. 1.57
is now replaced by the three second-order ordinary differential parametrized equi-
librium equations in (1.61), for the three unknowns parameters in α. These equa-
tions can now be solved using classical integration methods for vector space since
α ∈ R3.
Unfortunately, the global minimal-parametrization of the rotation suffers from
the following drawbacks:
• Singularity. There exists no set of 3 parameters which does not lead to a
singularity, i.e., there is always a configuration in which changing one of the
parameters does not change the rotation matrix.
• High nonlinearities. The expression of the rotation matrix (1.58) and the ro-
tational velocities (1.59) in terms of the parameters are always nonlinear and
often involve transcendental functions. As a consequence, the parametrized
equilibrium equations are highly nonlinear due to the presence of T and
T˙, as opposed to the original equilibrium equations in Eq. 1.57 which were
only quadratic.
• Dependency on the orientation of the body. The parametrized equilibrium
equations depend on the orientation of the body, since T and T˙ depend
on α, while the original equilibrium equations do not, namely, they are
intrinsic.
A second classical family of methods is to introduce a global non minimal -
parametrization of the rotation, based on a redundant set of parameters, e.g.,
the quaternions or the 9 components of the rotation matrix [4, 13, 56]. In this
case, the redundant set of parameters are related to each other through addi-
tional nonlinear algebraic constrains. Classical solvers for differential-algebraic
equations on vector spaces can then be used. With this approach, there is no
singularity issue and the nonlinearities are usually reduced compared to a global-
minimal parametrization strategy. The cost in this case is an increased number
of parameters and equations.
In summary, the global parametrization process of the rotations affects mean-
ingfully the equations of motion and destroys many essential properties of the
original equations of motion.
The geometric methods, relying on the Lie group structure of the configuration
space, have been developed to handle the kinematic equation in Eq. 1.56 without
the need of introducing a global parametrization. Such methods are able to
preserve the structure of the original equations of motion and do not suffer from
any of the drawbacks listed above. The core of such methods is represented by
the exponential map on a Lie group, which is described in Appendix B.
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1.8.2 Global parametrization-free equations of motion
Let us apply the geometric time integration scheme in Appendix D to the Euler’s
equations in (1.56)–(1.57). We obtain
Rn+1 = Rn expSO(3)(n˜n+1) (1.62)
Jω˙Tn+1 + ω˜n+1Jωn+1 = 03×1 (1.63)
where nn+1 ∈ g is a vectorial quantity interpreted as an increment about Rn ∈ G
and it is projected onto the Lie group thanks to the exponential map, which
introduces a local parametrization about Rn. The time integration formulae in
(D.7)–(D.9), for a free rotating rigid body become
nn+1 = hωn + (0.5− β)h2an + βh2an+1 (1.64)
ωn+1 = ωn + (1− γ)han + γhan+1 (1.65)
an+1 =
1
1− αm ((1− αf )ω˙n+1 + αf ω˙n − αman) (1.66)
where n refers to the time step, h is the time step size and a is a vector of pseudo-
acceleration. The numerical parameters of the method, namely αm, αf , γ, β are
computed according to Eq. D.10. The integration formulae are provided in
terms of geometric quantities, namely the rotational velocities ω and the rotation
accelerations ω˙, without expressing them in terms of the local parametrization.
Thus, Eq. 1.63 is not affected by the local parametrization process. In particular,
it is still quadratic and does not depend on the orientation of the body. All the
drawbacks in Sec. 1.8.1 are not presented here. The implicit time integration
scheme involves the computation, at each time step, of the iteration matrix in
Eq. D.22, which, in case of a rotating body takes the simple form
ST = β
′J + γ′(ω˜J− J˜ω) (1.67)
Finally, the geometric time integration method applied to the equations of motion
of a rigid body (1.51)–(1.52), in case of no external forces, leads to
Hn+1 = Hn expSE(3)(n˜n+1) (1.68)
Mη˙n+1 − η̂Tn+1Mηn+1 = 06×1 (1.69)
where nn+1 ∈ g is again the vectorial quantity of the increment about Hn ∈ G
and it is projected onto the Lie group thanks to the exponential map, which
introduces a local parametrization about Hn. Its expression and the integration
formulae are given by (D.7)–(D.9). Notice that Eq. 1.69 is again not affected by
the local parametrization process. The iteration matrix in Eq. D.22, in case of a
rigid body, is given by
ST =
[
β′mI3×3 + γ′mω˜ −γ′mu˜
03×3 β′J + γ′(ω˜J− J˜ω)
]
(1.70)
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1.9 Summary
• Rigid body transformations are represented by Euclidean transformations
which, in turn, can be represented by homogeneous transformation matrices
H, which belongs to the Lie group SE(3).
• The derivatives are naturally expressed by intrinsic quantities, called twists,
in local frames attached to the bodies. Their geometric description is given
by the screws. Their mathematical description is given by the Lie algebra
se(3) associated to the Lie group SE(3).
• The exponential coordinate representation for the motion constitutes a con-
structive proof of the Chasles-Mozzi theorem. The exponential map can be
seen as a local parametrization which provides the solution of a linear dif-
ferential equation on a Lie group.
• The forces and the moments acting on a rigid body can be collected in the
wrench vector, which plays for the statics the same role that the twist plays
for the velocity kinematics.
• The representation of twists and wrenches in different frames is given by
the Adjoint representation.
• The equations of motion of a free rigid body are given by
H˙ = Hη˜L (1.71)
Mη˙L − η̂TLMLηL = 06×1 (1.72)
and they are coined as intrinsic.
• The geometric time integration method applied to the equations of motion
of a free rigid body leads to
Hn+1 = Hn expSE(3)(n˜n+1) (1.73)
Mη˙n+1 − η̂Tn+1Mηn+1 = 06×1 (1.74)
thus, it allows the development of a global-parametrization free framework
for the motion description.
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Kinematics
Kinematics pertains to the motion of bodies in a robotic mechanism without
regarding to the forces/torques that cause the motion. In case of rigid bodies, the
kinematics aims at finding a suitable representation for the position field, namely
the three components of position and the three components of orientation, of a
body in space. In case of deformable bodies, kinematics also regards the definition
of a deformation field, namely a suitable representation for the three components
of linear deformations and the three components of angular deformations.
In this Chapter we first derive the kinematics for a continuum arm, then for the
piecewise constant deformation arm. In the latter case, we present the product
of exponentials (PoE) for describing the forward kinematics of open chains made
of soft bodies. Furthermore, the inverse kinematics using classical concepts of
differential geometry is presented. The geometric interpretation of the results are
discussed recalling the geometry of the reference curve.
2.1 Continuum arm
The initial configuration of a soft continuum arm is defined by considering two-
dimensional cross-sections upon a three-dimensional reference curve. The me-
chanical behaviour of the continuum arm is thus the result of the different rigid
body transformations of the cross-sections along the reference curve.
2.1.1 Geometry of the reference curve
The three-dimensional reference curve is parametrized by the material abscissa
α ∈ R. Figure 2.1 illustrates the geometric description of the curve in the initial
and current configuration. We indicate the position vector of a point of the curve
with u(α). The unit tangent vector t(α), the unit normal n(α) and the unit
bi-normal b(α) to the curve are defined as
t(α) =
u′(α)
‖u′(α)‖ (2.1)
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initial configuration current configuration
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Figure 2.1: Geometric description of the reference curve for the continuum arm.
n(α) =
1
‖u′(α)‖κ(α)t
′(α) =
−1
‖u′(α)‖τ(α)b
′(α) (2.2)
b(α) = t˜(α)n(α) (2.3)
where (·)′ denotes the derivative with respect to α, while κ(α) and τ(α) indicate
the curvature and the torsion of the curve defined as
κ(α) =
‖t′(α)‖
‖u′(α)‖ (2.4)
τ(α) =
‖b′(α)‖
‖u′(α)‖ (2.5)
The three unit vectors constitute a local triad on the reference curve, and thus,
a rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) can be constructed as
R(α) = [t(α) n(α) b(α)] (2.6)
The derivative of (2.6) is expressed by the Frenet formulas, which take the form
R′(α) = R(α)f˜ω(α) (2.7)
where f˜ω(α) ∈ so(3), while the associated axial vector fω(α) reads
fω(α) = ‖u′(α)‖[τ(α) 0 κ(α)]T (2.8)
This introduces the concept of deformation measures along the reference curve,
which will be explained in 2.1.3
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2.1.2 Position field
In the SE(3) formalism, the position and orientation fields, which describe the
configuration of the continuum arm in space, is represented by the mapping
α ∈ R 7→ H(α) = H(R(α),u(α)) ∈ SE(3) (2.9)
where α ∈ [0, L], and L is the length of the arm.
2.1.3 Deformation field
The deformation field is obtained by taking the space derivatives of the posi-
tion field. By using the left invariant representation of the derivatives on SE(3)
introduced in Eq. A.2, an element f˜(α) ∈ se(3) representing the deformation
measures can be introduced as
H′(α) = H(α)f˜(α). (2.10)
The deformation measures are identified from the initial configuration as
f(α) = f 0(α) + (α) (2.11)
where f 0 is the initial deformation vector and (α) is the 6×1 strain vector which
includes the classical position part and orientation part of the deformations as
(α) =
[
γ(α)
κ(α)
]
(2.12)
Notice that Eq. 2.10 accounts for continuum arms of generic initial configurations
(not necessarely straight).
2.2 Piecewise constant deformation soft arm
Equation 2.10 is as a differential equation on a Lie group. Unfortunately, when f
depends on α, i.e., in the general case of three-dimensional curves with variable
deformations, there exists no closed form expression for the solution of (2.10).
The intuition for developing a closed form solution of (2.10) is to make a piecewise
constant deformation assumption, i.e., forcing both the linear and the angular
strain to be constant along each segment in which we discretize the original
reference curve.
At any instant t, considering the deformation field f(α) (and thus, the strain
field (α)) constant along each of the N segments of the continuum arm, we can
replace the continuous field with a finite set of N six-dimensional twist vectors ,
which eventually play the role of the joint vector of traditional rigid robotics.
Thus, by considering the strains as the state of the robotic arm, the ∞−degrees-
of-freedom of the continuum arm are replaced with N · 6 variables.
This assumption will lead to the development of a dynamic model for open chains
of soft bodies which has the same structure of the serial rigid manipulators, as
we will see in Chapter 4.
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2.2.1 Forward kinematics
The forward kinematics gives the mapping from the strain field to the SE(3) field
of the soft robotic arm.
Let us discretize the reference curve with n curves which present a constant defor-
mation. We call piecewise constant deformation (PWCD) soft arm the continuum
arm which has been discretized using this approach.
In the most general case, the PWCD is composed by n−elements. Thus, the ab-
scissa α ∈ [0, Ln] is divided into n parts in the form [0, L1), (L1, L2), (L2, L3), . . . ,
(Ln−1, Ln], where Ln is the total length of the arm. By construction, in each ele-
ment, f does not depend on α. Hence, the solution of Eq. 2.10 can be obtained
by recalling the exponential map as
H(α) = H0
n∏
i=1
expSE(3)
(
(min(Li, αi)− Li−1)f˜ i
)
(2.13)
where H0, the frame at α = 0, is a constant of integration and f i are the de-
formations in each element. The finite element method discretizes a continuum
arm using a finite set of nodes which are connected through a spatial inter-
polation formula. By using a finite element terminology, we call jA and jB
the two end nodes of the j−th element, which are located in the nodal frames
HjA = H(RjA,ujA) and HjB = H(RjB,ujB). Since H0 is the frame at α = 0,
we have H0 = H1AH1A0, where H1A0 is a constant frame which accounts for the
initial configuration, while H1A is the frame from the initial configuration to the
current configuration. In the following, if not differently indicated, we simply use
H1A for the product H1AH1A0. The length of the j−th element is lj = Lj −Lj−1
and the corresponding abscissa αj ∈ (Lj−1, Lj). For each element, we introduce
the relative configuration vector di =
[
dTu,i d
T
ω,i
]T
defined from the deformation
vector as
f i =
di
Ln
(2.14)
Hence, by using (2.14), Eq. 2.13 becomes
H(α) = H1A
n∏
i=1
expSE(3)
(
min(Li, αi)− Li−1
Ln
d˜i
)
(2.15)
which represents the product of exponentials (PoE) formula for the forward kine-
matics mapping of robotic manipulators structured in open chains made of soft
bodies. This is the generalization of the PoE representation for rigid manip-
ulators: in the case of soft manipulators, the joint values as well as the joint
twists are replaced with the twists representing the strains along the kinematic
structure. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
The PoE formula for the j−th element of the PWCD soft arm reads
Hj(αj) = HjA expSE(3)
(
αj − Lj−1
Lj
d˜j
)
(2.16)
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where the initial condition is given by
HjA = H1A
j−1∏
i=1
expSE(3)
(
Li − Li−1
Ln
d˜i
)
(2.17)
Equation 2.16 represents a formula for the spatial interpolation of consecutive
frames, elements belonging to SE(3). This formula is the shape function in-
volved in the finite element discretization. This equation can be interpreted as,
starting from the nodal frame HjA = Hj(Lj−1), the end frame HjB = Hj(Lj)
of the j−th element is approached by moving along the frame transformation
implied by the projection on the group of the relative configuration vector dj.
The exponential map introduce a local parametrization which allows the descrip-
tion of the reference curve between the two nodes jA and jB with an element
belonging to a linear space, namely the Lie algebra se(3).
2B = 3A
e1
R1BR1B0
R1AR1A0
x01B + x1B
x01A + x1A
e2
e3
α
1B = 2A
1A
3B = 4A
(n− 1)B = nA
nB
Figure 2.2: Kinematics of the piecewise constant deformation model
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2.2.2 Inverse kinematics
The inverse kinematics gives the mapping from the position and orientation fields
to the strain field of the soft robotic arm.
Let us consider a PWCD soft manipulator with n elements. By using (2.15), the
configuration of the last node is given by
HnB = H1A
n∏
i=1
expSE(3)
(
Li − Li−1
Ln
d˜i
)
(2.18)
In differential geometry, the inverse of the exponential map is represented by
the logarithmic map. If we consider a first order approximation,
∏
exp(d˜i) =
(
∑
(d˜i)), i.e., we truncate the Lie bracket expressions of the Campbell-Backer-
Hausdorff relations [43], the inversion of 2.18 takes the recursive form
n∑
j=1
(
Lj − Lj−1
Ln
dj
)
= logSE(3)(H
−1
1AHnB) (2.19)
Equation 2.19 relates the configurations of the first and the last node of the
manipulator with the sum of the relative configurations vectors for each element.
In order to solve the inverse kinematics problem for the 6n unknown quantities,
namely the strains for all the elements, we need to solve the inverse kinematics
from the tip to the base. By applying (2.19) for all the elements, we obtain a set
of 6n equations in 6n unknowns
Ln − Ln−1
Ln
dn + · · ·+ L1 − L0
Ln
d1 = logSE(3)(H
−1
1AHnB) (2.20)
Ln−1 − Ln−2
Ln
dn−1 + · · ·+ L1 − L0
Ln
d1 = logSE(3)(H
−1
1AH(n−1)B)
(2.21)
.
.
.
L2 − L1
Ln
d2 +
L1 − L0
Ln
d1 = logSE(3)(H
−1
1AH2B) (2.22)
L1 − L0
Ln
d1 = logSE(3)(H
−1
1AH1B) (2.23)
Starting from the base, from Eq. 2.23 we compute d1. Thus, using (2.22) we
obtain d2. By applying this process recursively till the last element of the soft
manipulator, we obtain the six-dimensional vectors of relative configurations for
all the elements. The only required data are: the length of each section, the
configurations of the n+ 1 nodes of the manipulator.
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Starting from (2.16), let us now consider the configuration of the final node of
the j−th element as
HjB = HjA expSE(3)
(
Li − Li−1
Ln
d˜i
)
(2.24)
The inversion of (2.24) reads
Lj − Lj−1
Ln
dj = logSE(3)(H
−1
jAHjB) (2.25)
Equation 2.25 gives the six deformations of the j−th element starting from the
initial and final frames of the j−th element.
Using (2.11) and (2.14), the strain field for the generic j−th section reads
j =
dj − d0j
lj
(2.26)
where d0j is the relative configuration vector in the initial configuration. It is
given by
d0j =
[
d0u,j
d0ω,j
]
=
[
T−TSO(3)(d
0
ω,j)R
T
jA0(u
0
jB − u0jA)
logSO(3)(R
T
jA0RjB0)
]
(2.27)
where T−TSO(3) is the transpose of the tangent operator given in (B.17), the vectors
u0jA and u
0
jB define the initial position of the two nodes of the j−th element, while
the matrices RjA0 and RjB0 define the initial orientation of the cross sections.
By recalling (2.6), these matrices constitute the Frenet triads at the element
estremities, i.e., their first column is the tangent to the reference curve and the
second and third columns are the cross-section axes. Notice that ||d0u,j|| = li,
i.e., the relative configuration vector has been constructed such that the norm of
its positional part in the initial configuration is equal to the length of the j−th
element. Indeed, the vector d0ω,j accounts for the initial curvature of the element.
In case of an initially straight element, we have RjA0 = RjB0, so that d
0
ω,j = 03×1
and d0u,j = R
T
jA0(u
0
jB − u0jA).
The combined use of (2.19) and (2.26) solves the inverse kinematics problem.
This problem has a big practical impact. The application scenario could be the
design of a custom soft manipulator which has to adapt its shape to a nonlinear
path given by the environment. This circumstance could be, for istance, the one
that occurs in robotic surgery for intravascular operations or in maintenance and
inspection procedures in hazardous spaces which are difficult to reach with stan-
dard robotic systems. In such cases, we can plan oﬄine the configurations of two
consecutive nodes such that the corresponding deformations of the element result
constant. Thus, based on the constrained environment in which the manipulator
has to operate, we can select the number of nodes of the manipulator, evaluate
their configuration in three-dimensional space, computing the deformations of the
elements using (2.19) and (2.26), and selecting an appropriate actuation system.
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2.2.3 Special case: constant deformation soft arm
In this section we present the special case of the constant deformation soft arm,
i.e., the PWCD model with n = 1. In this case, the dimensionality of the problem
reduces from∞ to 6. The circumstance in which a solid can be approximate with
a body of constant deformations occurs in a lot of practical robotics problems.
Forward kinematics
The geometric description of a constant deformation soft arm is illustrated in
Fig. 2.3. In this case, the abscissa α ∈ [0, L], being L the total length of the arm.
The forward kinematics mapping in (2.15) reads
H(α) = HA expSE(3)
(α
L
d˜
)
(2.28)
where in HA is also present HA0 = H(RA0,0), the constant frame which accounts
for the initial configuration of the cross section. Equation 2.28 is the PoE formula
for a constant deformation soft arm.
RA0
RB0 RBRB0
uAu
0
A
u0B uB
RARA0
e1
e2
e3
initial configuration current configuration
Figure 2.3: Constant deformation soft arm in its initial and current configuration.
Inverse kinematics
The inversion of (2.28) is exactly given by
d = logSE(3)(H
−1
A HB). (2.29)
where, in the same fashion as HA also HB contains HB0 = H(RB0,0), the con-
stant frame which account for the initial configuration of the cross section of the
end node.
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Using (2.11) and (2.14), the strain field reads
 =
d− d0
L
(2.30)
where d0 is the relative configuration vector in the initial configuration, and is
given by
d0 =
[
d0u
d0ω
]
=
[
T−TSO(3)(d
0
ω)R
T
A0(u
0
B − u0A)
logSO(3)(R
T
A0RB0)
]
(2.31)
The combined use of (2.29) and (2.30) solves the inverse kinematics problem for
the constant deformation soft arm.
Geometrical interpretation
Let us construct the local Frenet triad along the interpolated reference curve.
From the space derivative of (2.28), we obtain
u′(α) = R(α)
d˜u
L
and R′(α) = R(α)
d˜ω
L
(2.32)
The unit tangent to the reference curve is given by
t(α) =
u′(α)
‖u(α)‖ = R(α)
du
L
(2.33)
where we used ‖du‖ = L. For computing the unit normal vector, let us derive
(2.33) with respect to α as
t′(α) = R(α)
d˜ω
L
du
L
(2.34)
so that, using (2.2), the unit normal vector is given by
n(α) =
1
κ
t′(α) = R(α)
d˜ωdu
‖d˜ωdu‖
(2.35)
where the curvature is computed according to (2.4) as
κ =
‖d˜ωdu‖
L2
(2.36)
It results that, since d is assumed to be constant, the interpolated reference curve
is a curve with constant curvature. Finally, using Eq. 2.3, the unit bi-normal is
calculated as
b(α) =
1
‖du‖‖d˜ωdu‖
R˜(α)duR(α)dωdu = R(α)
d˜ud˜ωdu
‖du‖‖d˜ωdu‖
(2.37)
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e2
e3
t(α)
u(α)
b(α)
n(α)
Figure 2.4: Geometry of the interpolated reference curve.
In order to compute the torsion τ , we need to compute b′(α), since Eq. 2.2 holds.
It results
b′(α) = −(d
T
ωdu)
L‖du‖R(α)
d˜ωdu
‖d˜ωdu‖
(2.38)
Thus, τ is given by
τ =
(dTωdu)
L2
(2.39)
It results that the interpolated reference curve presents a constant torsion along
its axis. Developing (2.36) and (2.39), we obtain
κ =
‖dω‖sin(dω,du)
L
and τ =
‖dω‖cos(dω,du)
L
(2.40)
and the Gaussian curvature κg computed as
κ =
√
κ2 + τ 2 =
‖dω‖
L
=
‖dω‖
‖du‖ (2.41)
is also constant along the constant deformation soft arm. Thus, the interpolated
reference curve, from a geometric point of view, is represented by an helix, i.e.,
a spatial curve with constant curvature and torsion. Its geometric interpreta-
tion is given in Fig. 2.4. Notice that no approximation on the magnitude of
the initial curvature or torsion of the arm has been made in the development of
the formulation. This means that the presented formalism is able to account for
finite curvature and torsion of the initial configuration of the soft arm. Since the
exact solution for the position and orientation field of the arm in a pure bend-
ing/torsion configuratiom is a curve of constant curvature and torsion, and since
the interpolation formula in (2.28) containes this exact solution, the presented
discrete model is exact in pure bending/torsion configurations. Thus, the some-
what abstract mathematical concept of exponential map on SE(3) translates in
the intuitive geometric concept of an helix, a spatial differentiable curve.
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2.3 Summary
• The forward kinematics of a piecewise constant deformation soft arm is
described by the generalization of the product of exponentials formula as
H(α) = H1A
n∏
i=1
expSE(3)
(
min(Li, αi)− Li−1
Ln
d˜i
)
(2.42)
• The inverse kinematics of a piecewise constant deformation soft arm is
described by using the logarithmic map as
n∑
j=1
(
Lj − Lj−1
Ln
dj
)
= logSE(3)(H
−1
1AHnB) (2.43)
and the strain field for the generic j−th element is given by
j =
dj − d0j
lj
(2.44)
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Differential kinematics and
statics
Differential kinematics aims at deriving a velocity field and an acceleration field
for robotic mechanisms. The derivation of the strain energy, together with the
application of the principle of virtual work, allows to determine the static equilib-
rium equations, i.e., the configuration of the soft manipulator in static equilibrium
settings.
The chapter is built on top of the derivation of the mapping between the velocities
along the arm and the derivatives of the states of the manipulator, namely the
internal strains. Using a terminology beloved to the robotics community, we
refer to this mapping as the soft geometric Jacobian. The Jacobian constitutes
an essential tool to describe the differential kinematics, the statics and, as we
will see in the next Chapter, the dynamics of the piecewise constant deformation
model.
3.1 Continuum arm
Some mathematical tools from the differential geometry, namely the left invariant
vector field of the derivatives in (A.2) and the Lie bracket operator in (A.7) are
used here to define in a mechanics context the velocity field and the acceleration
field, the latter through the derivation of the compatibility equations. The se-
lection of a constitutive law for the material allows the definition of the internal
energy of the continuum arm, used for the derivation of the statics.
3.1.1 Velocity field
The velocity field is obtained by taking the time derivatives of the position field.
By using the left invariant representation of the derivatives on SE(3), we can
introduce the velocity variables as an element η˜(α) ∈ se(3), which is associated
to the 6 × 1 axial vector η(α) = [v(α)T ω(α)T ]T , where v and ω are respectively
the linear and angular velocities. Hence, the derivative of (2.9) with respect to
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time yields
H˙(α) = H(α)η˜(α) (3.1)
which constitutes the velocity field of a continuum arm.
3.1.2 Compatibility equations
Compatibility conditions for finite strains in continuum mechanics are formulated
such that the body is left without unphysical gaps or overlaps after a deformation.
This translates in formulating compatibility conditions between the strain and the
velocity of a continuum body.
Considering that two different derivatives are involved to define the strain and the
velocity, namely respectively the space and time derivatives, the commutativity
of the cross derivatives must hold, according to (A.9). Hence, this condition is
used to formulate the compatibility equations as
η′ − ˙ = ηˆ (3.2)
Notice that similar compatibility equations can be formulated as η˜′ − ˙˜ = [η˜, ˜],
where [·, ·] indicates the Lie bracket operator defined in (A.7).
3.1.3 Acceleration field
By taking the time derivative of (3.2), we obtain the continuous model of accel-
eration as
η˙′ − ¨ = ˆ˙η+ ηˆ˙ (3.3)
3.1.4 Strain energy
The internal strain energy of the continuum arm is defined as
Vint = 1
2
∫
L
T r dα (3.4)
where r = [n(α)T m(α)T ]T is the vector of the stress resultants over the cross-
section of the arm, and n and m are the 3 × 1 resulting force and resulting
moment vectors. In particular, n1 is the force along the reference curve, while n2
and n3 are the shear forces along the cross-section axes. Indeed, m1 is the torsion
moment about the reference curve, while m2 and m3 are the bending moments
about the cross-section axes.
The internal force r and the mechanical strains  can be related through the ma-
terial constitutive law. Linear constitutive equations for an isotropic hyperelastic
material are chosen both for the elastic and the viscous members, and no bulge
effects are considered. This simplified approach suits for robotics applications,
where the objective is to describe the global dynamics and the geometric proper-
ties of the system, rather than details on material behaviour.
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The simplest visco-elastic constitutive model is the Kelvin-Voigt model [57], which
simply adds a viscous linear contribution, proportional to the rate of the strains,
to the elastic contribution, as
r = K+ Υ˙ (3.5)
where K and Υ are respectively the 6× 6 stiffness matrix and the 6× 6 viscosity
matrix equal to
K =
[
Kuu Kuω
SYM Kωω
]
and Υ =
[
Υuu Υuω
SYM Υωω
]
(3.6)
In general, these matrices are not diagonal. But, in case of an initially straight
configuration of the soft arm, they become diagonal when the reference curve
is chosen to be the neutral axis of the arm, and n and b are chosen to be the
principal axes of the cross-sections. In such case, Kuu = diag(EA,GA2, GA3)
contains the axial and shear stiffnesses and Kωω = diag(GJ,EI2, EI3) contains
the torsional and bending stiffnesses, being E ∈ R and G ∈ R the Young modulus
and the shear modulus. For an isotropic material, it holds G = E/2(1+ν), where
ν ∈ R is the Poisson ration. Similarly, Υuu = diag(3A,A,A)µ is the linear part
of the viscosity tensor and Υωω = diag(J1, J2, J3) is the rotational part, for an
incompressible material, where µ ∈ R is the shear viscosity.
Using (3.5), Eq. 3.4 becomes
Vint = 1
2
∫
L
TK dα +
1
2
∫
L
TΥ˙ dα (3.7)
where the first term at the right hand side recalls the well known structure of the
internal energy for a linear elastic material expressed as a quadratic form in .
3.1.5 Statics
According to the principle of virtual work, the manipulator is in static equilibrium
if and only if
δ(Vint) = δ(Vext) (3.8)
where δ(Vext) is the virtual work done by the external forces. The variation of
the expression of the internal energy (3.4) reads
δ(Vint) =
∫
L
δ()T r dα (3.9)
where, recalling the commutativity of the Lie derivatives in (A.9), the variation
of the strains is expressed as
δ() = δ(f) = (δh)′ + f̂δh (3.10)
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in which we used δ(H(α)) = H(α)δ˜h(α). Inserting (3.10) into Eq. 3.9 and
integrating by parts yield
δ(Vint) =
[
δhT r
] |L0 − ∫
L
δhT (r′ − fˆT r) dα (3.11)
where the first term at the right hand side is interpreted as a boundary condition.
In general, the virtual work done by the external forces can be expressed as
δ(Vext) = +δh(0)Tgext(0)− δh(L)Tgext(L)−
∫
L
δhTgext dα (3.12)
where gext(α) =
[
gText,u g
T
ext,ω
]T
contains the resulting forces and moments over
the cross-sections dure to the external loading, expressed in the local frames
attached to the cross-sections.
Finally, the weak form of the static equilibrium equations is obtained by inserting
(3.12) and (3.11) into Eq. 3.8, which yields
[
δhT (r− gext)
] |L0 − ∫
L
δhT (r′ − fˆT r− gext) dα = 0 (3.13)
Indeed, the strong form reads
r′ − fˆT r = gext (3.14)
3.1.6 Example
Let us consider the soft arm in Fig. 3.1, clamped in its origin, and submitted to
a tip load at its free end. This means that δh(0) = 06×1, α ∈ [0, L[ and
r(L) = K(L)(L) = gext (3.15)
where we consider the soft arm made of linear elastic material. Let also consider
that f 0 and K are constant over the length of the arm. This hypothesis fits for
this example since it corresponds to a soft arm of constant initial torsion and
curvature, and constant cross-section geometry.
Deformation field
The equilibrium equations in the static configuration expressed by Eq. 3.14 be-
come
K′ − fˆ0TK = 06×1 (3.16)
where we used the fact that the stiffness matrix is constant over the arm. In this
special case, the analytical solution of the deformation field can be expressed in
closed form as
(α) = K−1F(α)K0 (3.17)
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y
x
α = 0
α = L
τ
B
A
Figure 3.1: Continuum arm subject to a torque τ at its free end. Solid line: initial
configuration. Dashed line: deformed configuration.
where 0, the deformation at α = 0, is a constant of integration and
F(α) =
[
expSO(3)(αf
0
ω)
T 03×3
(TSO(3)(αf
0
ω)αf
0
u)
˜expSO(3)(αf
0
ω)
T expSO(3)(αf
0
ω)
T
]
(3.18)
Inserting Eq. 3.17, computed at α = L, in the boundary condition given by
(3.15), we have
KK−1F(L)K0 = gext(L) (3.19)
Thus, the constant of integration 0 is given by
0 = K
−1F(−L)gext(L) (3.20)
where (F(L))−1 = F(L) is a property of the matrix exponential. Hence, the
solution of the deformation field is given by
(α) = K−1F(α)F(−L)gext(L) (3.21)
In the case of pure bending/torsion solicitation, we have gext,u(L) = 03×1 and
gext,ω(L) = τm, where M ∈ R and m = f0ω if ‖f0ω‖ 6= 0 and is an arbitrary vector
∈ R3 if ‖f0ω‖ = 0. In this case, we have
F(α)F(−L)
[
03×1
τm
]
=
[
03×1
τm
]
(3.22)
and the solution for the deformation field in (3.21) becomes
(α) = K−1
[
03×1
τm
]
(3.23)
where  is constant along the continuum arm. For an initially straight arm, the
solution reads [
γ
κ
]
=
[
03×1
K−1ωω(τm)
]
(3.24)
where Kωω = diag(GJ,EI2, EI3).
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SE(3) field
In order to obtain the position and rotation fields, the kinematic equations in
(2.10) must be solved, i.e.,
H′(α) = H(α)(f˜
0
(α) + ˜(α)) (3.25)
Since there exists no closed form expression of the general solution of this equa-
tion, we need to compute it in a particular case. In the case of pure bend-
ing/torsion solicitation,  and f 0 do not depend on α, and the solution of the
SE(3) field is given by
H(α) = H0 expSE(3)(α(f˜
0
+ ˜)) (3.26)
where H0 = H(R0,u0), the frame at α = 0, is a constant of integration. Explic-
itly, Eq. 3.26 means
u(α) = u0 + R0T
T
SO(3)(α(f
0
ω + κ)α(f
0
u + γ)) (3.27)
H(α) = R0 expS0(3)(α(f
0
ω + κ)) (3.28)
In our example, the soft arm is initially straight (u0 = 03×1, R0 = I3×3) and
subject to a tip bending moment gext(L) = τ [0 0 1]
T . It results that f 0u =
[1 0 0]T , f 0ω = 03×1, κ = [0 0 κ]
T , γ = 03×1, where κ = τ/(EI2), such that the
position and rotations fields are given by
u(α) =
 1κsin(ακ)1
κ
(1− cos(ακ))
0
 (3.29)
R(α) =
cos(ακ) −sin(ακ) 0sin(ακ) cos(ακ) 0
0 0 1
 (3.30)
which is the exact solution with a circular shape expected from the classical
Cosserat rod theory.
3.2 Piecewise constant deformation soft arm
Differential kinematics and statics for the piecewise constant deformation model
reduce to the derivation of the Soft Geometric Jacobian, a 6n× 6n matrix which
maps either the velocity along the arm with the strain’s rate or the external forces
with the internal forces.
3.2.1 Soft geometric Jacobian
In this section we will derive formally the soft geometric Jacobian, as the relash-
ionship between the velocity along the arm η(α) and the time derivative of the
states ˙.
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Velocity
n = 1
For simplicity of computation, we first compute the velocity kinematics for a con-
stant deformation soft arm, and after we generalize the treatment for a n−elements
piecewise constant deformation manipualator.
We will find this relashionship by first computing the velocity as a function of
the nodal velocities and after the variation of the strain as a function of the
nodal velocities. Let us introduce a 12× 1 velocity vector ηAB =
[
ηTA η
T
B
]
from
the nodal velocities H˙A = HAη˜A and H˙B = HBη˜B. Notice that, being a one
element manipulator, we do not indicate the subscripts. In this case, the forward
kinematics in (2.15) reads
H(α) = HAHA0 expSE(3)
(α
L
d˜
)
(3.31)
where we used L0 = 0. The time derivatives of (3.31) can be computed using
the following two expressions, respectively according to the definition of the left
invariant vector field and the definition of the derivatives in general
˙H(α) = H(α)η˜ (3.32)
˙H(α) = H˙AHA0 expSE(3)(
α
L
d˜) + HAHA0
α
L
D
(
expSE(3)(
α
L
d˜)
)
d˙ (3.33)
Using the properties of the Adjoint representation in (A.6) and simple mathe-
matical simplifications, we obtain
η(α) = AdexpSE(3)(−αLd)H−1A0(ηA) +
α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)d˙ (3.34)
Equation 3.34 relates the velocity along the arm with the initial velocity and the
time derivative of the deformations, since it holds ˙ = d˙. In order to relate the
velocity along the arm with the nodal velocities, let us compute the term d˙ as
a function of the nodal velocities ηA and ηB. From (3.31), the relashionships
between the initial and final frames read
HBHB0 = HAHA0expSE(3)(d) (3.35)
⇔ AdH−1B0(ηB) = AdexpSE(3)(−d)H−1A0(ηA) + TSE(3)(d)d˙
and
HAHA0 = HBHB0expSE(3)(−d) (3.36)
⇔ AdH−1A0(ηA) = AdexpSE(3)(d)H−1B0(ηB)−TSE(3)(−d)d˙
Since AdexpSE(3)(∓d) = TSE(3)(±d) we obtain
d˙ = P(d)ηAB (3.37)
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where
P(d) = [−T−1SE(3)(−d)AdH−1A0 T
−1
SE(3)(d)AdH−1B0
] (3.38)
Introducing (3.37) in Eq. 3.34 and considering the properties of the adjoint
representation, we obtain
η(α) = (AdexpSE(3)(−αLd) −
α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)T−1SE(3)(−d))AdH−1A0ηA . . . (3.39)
· · ·+ α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)T−1SE(3)(d)AdH−1B0ηB
Let us sum and subtract the quantity α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)T−1SE(3)(d) in the first term at
the right hand side of (3.39), such that we can rewrite it as
AdexpSE(3)(−αLd) +
α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)(T−1SE(3)(d)−T−1SE(3)(−d)) . . . (3.40)
. . .− α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)T−1SE(3)(d)
Now, we consider the series development of T−1SE(3), such that
T−1SE(3)(d)−T−1SE(3)(−d) =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)iBi d̂
i − −̂di
i!
=
∞∑
i=0
(−1)iBi d̂
i
i!
(1− (−1)i)
(3.41)
Since Bi = 0 ∀ odd i > i and (1−(−1)i) 6= 0 only for odd i, the only non-vanishing
term in (3.41) is for i = 1, that is, using B1 = −1/2,
T−1SE(3)(d)−T−1SE(3)(−d) = d̂ (3.42)
Using Eq. 3.42 and considering that AdexpSE(3)(−αLd) = expSE(3)(−αL d̂), Eq. 3.40
turns to be
expSE(3)(−
α
L
d̂) +
α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)d̂− α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)T−1SE(3)(d) (3.43)
The first term of (3.43) can be expressed using the series development of the
exponential map as
expSE(3)(−
α
L
d̂) =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
(α
L
)i d̂i
(i+ 1)!
= I +
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
(α
L
)i d̂i
i!
(3.44)
= I +
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i+1
(α
L
)i+1 d̂i+1
(i+ 1)!
The second term of (3.43) can be expressed using the series development of the
tangent application as
α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)d̂ =
α
L
( ∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
(α
L
)i d̂i
(i+ 1)!
)
d̂ (3.45)
=
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
(α
L
)i+1 d̂i+1
(i+ 1)!
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Summing the two expressions in (3.44) and (3.45) leads to
I +
∞∑
i=0
((−1)i+1 + (−1)i))
(α
L
)i+1 d̂i+1
(i+ 1)!
= I (3.46)
since ((−1)i+1 + (−1)i)) = 0 ∀ i. Thus, Eq. 3.39 turns to be
η(α) = Q(α,d)ηAB (3.47)
where
Q(α,d) = [(I6×6 −T∗(α,d))AdH−1A0 T
∗(α,d)AdH−1B0 ] (3.48)
and
T∗(α,d) =
α
L
TSE(3)(
α
L
d)T−1SE(3)(d). (3.49)
Using Eq. 3.37 and Eq. 3.47, and considering that ˙ = d˙, we obtain
η(α) = J(α,d)˙ (3.50)
where
J = LQP−1 (3.51)
= L
(
(T∗(α,d)− I6×6)TSE(3)(−d) + T∗(α,d)TSE(3)(d)
)
generic n
Let us consider a generic manipulator composed by n elements. In order to
achieve the general form of the soft geometric Jacobian, we need to introduce a
12n×1 velocity vector ηAB =
[
ηT1A η
T
2A . . .η
T
nA η
T
1B η
T
2B . . .η
T
nB
]
from the nodal
velocities H˙1A = H1Aη˜1A , . . . , H˙nB = HnBη˜nB. The PoE formula in (2.15) for
the n−th element reads
Hn(αn) = H1AH1A0
(
n−1∏
i=1
expSE(3)
(
Li − Li−1
Ln
d˜i
))
expSE(3)
(
αn − Ln−1
Ln
d˜n
)
(3.52)
By taking the derivative of (3.52) and using the properties of the Adjoint repre-
sentation in A.6, after some mathematical computations we obtain
ηn(αn) = AdexpSE(3)(−
∑n−1
i=1
Lj−Lj−1
Ln
di)expSE(3)(−
αn−Ln−1
Ln
dn)H
−1
1A0
(η1A) . . .
· · ·+ Ad
expSE(3)
(
−αn−Ln−1
Ln
dn
) n−1∑
i=1
Li − Li−1
Ln
(
TSE(3)
(
Li − Li−1
Ln
di
)
d˙i
)
. . .
· · ·+ αn − Ln−1
Ln
(
TSE(3)
(
αn − Ln−1
Ln
dn
)
d˙n
)
(3.53)
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Equation 3.53 relates the velocity of the n−th element of the arm with the initial
velocity of the first element, with all the set of deformations di and the deforma-
tions rate d˙i. Using the same procedure that we used above for the one element
manipulator, we can obtain the relashionship between the deformations rate and
the nodal velocities for a n− elements manipulator as

d˙1
d˙2
...
d˙n

=

P−1 (d1) 06×6 . . . 06×6 P
+
1 (d1) 06×6 . . . 06×6
06×6 P−2 (d2) . . . 06×6 06×6 P
+
2 (d2) . . . 06×6
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
06×6 06×6 . . . P−n (dn) 06×6 06×6 . . . P
+
n (dn)


η1A
η2A
...
ηnA
η1B
η2B
...
ηnB

(3.54)
where
P−j (dj) = −
Lj − Lj−1
Ln
T−1SE(3)
(
−Lj − Lj−1
Ln
dj
)
AdH−1jA0
(3.55)
P+j (dj) = +
Lj − Lj−1
Ln
T−1SE(3)
(
Lj − Lj−1
Ln
dj
)
AdH−1jB0
(3.56)
are the 6× 6 block matrices that appears in the diagonals of (3.54). Introducing
(3.54) in Eq. 3.53, we obtain ηn(αn) as a function of the nodal velocities.
The relashionship between the velocity of the end element and the set of defor-
mations rate, after some mathematical computations, results
ηn(αn) = AdexpSE(3)
(
−αn−Ln−1
Ln
dn
)Ad
expSE(3)
(
−∑n−1i=1 Li−Li−1Ln di)J1(L1,d1)(˙1) . . .
· · ·+ Ad
expSE(3)
(
−αn−Ln−1
Ln
dn
)Ad
expSE(3)
(
−∑n−1i=2 Li−Li−1Ln di)J2(L2,d2)(˙2) . . .
· · ·+ · · ·+ Ad
expSE(3)
(
−αn−Ln−1
Ln
dn
)Jn−1(Ln−1,dn−1)(˙n−1) . . .
· · ·+ Jn(αn,dn)(˙n) (3.57)
where the generic element J j is given by
J j(min(αj, Lj),dj) = (T
∗
j(min(αj, Lj),dj)− I6×6)TSE(3)
(
−Lj − Lj−1
Ln
dj
)
. . .
· · ·+ T∗j(min(αj, Lj),dj)TSE(3)
(
Lj − Lj−1
Ln
dj
)
(3.58)
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and
T∗j(min(αj, Lj),dj) =
min(αj, Lj)− Lj−1
Ln
TSE(3)
(
min(αj, Lj)− Lj−1
Ln
dj
)
. . .
· · · ·T−1SE(3)
(
Lj − Lj−1
Ln
dj
)
(3.59)
The differential kinematics for the piecewise constant deformation soft manipu-
lator reads
η(α) = J(α,d)˙ (3.60)
where J(α,d) is the 6n × 6n matrix representing the relashionship between the
velocity along the arm and the time derivative of the discretized strains. The
action of J on the state vector ˙ returns the arm velocity η(α), which is expressed
in the local coordinate frame. Hence, we refer to this matrix as the soft geometric
Jacobian of the piecewise constant deformation arm. It is given in Table 3.1.
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J(
α
,d
)
=
                        
J
1
(α
1
,d
1
)
0
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Acceleration
By taking the time derivative of (3.60), we obtain the discrete model of acceler-
ation:
η˙(α) = J(α,d)¨+ J˙(α,d)˙ (3.61)
3.2.2 Inverse differential kinematics
Since the soft geometric Jacobian matrix of a piecewise constant deformation arm
is a squared and full rank 6n× 6n matrix, we can invert Eq. 3.60 such that
˙ = J(α,d)−1η(α) (3.62)
and the strain field  can be calculated by integrating (3.62) over time. In the
same manner, we can invert Eq. 3.61 such that
¨ = J(α,d)−1(η˙(α)− J˙(α,d)˙) (3.63)
and the strain field  can be calculated by double integration of (3.63) over time.
3.2.3 Statics
The static equilibrium equations are obtained by recalling the principle of virtual
work (3.8). In order to apply that principle, we need to compute the discretized
variation of the expression of the internal energy in Eq. 3.9 and the discretized
variation of the expression of the external energy in Eq. 3.12.
Considering a linear elastic material, the discretized variation of the internal
energy for an n− elements piecewise constant deformation arm reads
δ(Vint) = δ(1)TKl11 1 + δ(2)TKl22 2 + · · ·+ δ(n)TKlnn n (3.64)
where we used the fact the the strains, and thus, its variations are piecewise
constant. For each element, Klii is the discretized stiffness matrix defined as
Klii =
∫ li
li−1
K(αi) dαi (3.65)
Introducing the 6n× 6n diagonal discretized stiffness matrix for all the elements
as
KL = diag(K
li
i ), i = 1, . . . , n (3.66)
Equation 3.64 becomes
δ(Vint) = δ()TKL (3.67)
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For the discretized variation of the external energy, we need to compute the
discretized variation of h. To that purpose, the differential kinematic equations
in (3.60) at the variation level read
δh(α) = J(α,d)δ() (3.68)
Let us indicate with Jij(αi,di) the 6× 6 block-element of block-row i and block-
column j of the soft geometric Jacobian as
J(α,d) =

J11(α1,d1) 06×6 . . . 06×6
J21(α2,d1) J22(α2,d2) 06×6 . . . 06×6
...
...
...
...
...
...
Jn1(αn,dn) . . . . . . . . . . . . Jnn(αn,dn)
 (3.69)
Introducing (3.68) in Eq. 3.12, we obtain
δ(Vext) = −[δ(1)T
∫ L1
0
JT11(α1,d1) gext,1 dα1 . . .
· · ·+ δ(2)T
∫ L2
L1
JT21(α2,d2)gext,1 + JT22(α2,d2) gext,2 dα2 . . . (3.70)
· · ·+ · · ·+ δ(n)T
∫ Ln
Ln−1
JTn1(αn,dn)gext,1 + · · ·+ JTnn(αn,dn) gext,n dαn
where we used the fact that the the strains, and thus, its variations are piecewise
constant. Let us indicate with Jliij(di) the solution of each integral in (3.70) as
Jliij(di) =
∫ li
li−1
Jij(αi,di) dαi (3.71)
such that Eq. 3.70 becomes
δ(Vext) = −[δ(1)TJT,l111 (d1)Fl11 + δ(2)T
2∑
j=1
JT,l22j (d2)F
l2
j . . .
· · ·+ · · ·+ δ(n)T
n∑
j=1
JT,lnnj (dn)F
ln
j (3.72)
where F
lj
i is the integral of the external forces acting on the element of lenght lj
as
F
lj
i =
∫ lj
lj−1
gext,i dαi (3.73)
Let us introduce the soft geometric Jacobian computed over the length of the
arm JL as
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JL(d) =
∫
L
J(α,d) dα (3.74)
where L = Ln is the total length of the piecewise constant deformation arm and
J is the soft geometric Jacobian defined in Table 3.1.
Finally, the discretized variation of the external energy for a n− elements piece-
wise constant deformation arm becomes
δ(Vext) = δ()TJTLF (3.75)
where F indicates the vector of external forces as F = [FT,l1 ,FT,l2 , . . . ,FT,ln ]T .
According to the principle of virtual work, the manipulator is in static equilibrium
if and only if
δ(Vint) = δ(Vext) ∀δ() (3.76)
Hence, substituting (3.67) and (3.75) into Eq. 3.88 leads to the notable result
T = JTL(d)F (3.77)
stating that the relashionship between the external forces F and the internal
forces T = KL, is estabilished by the transpose of the soft geometric Jacobian
computed over the length of the arm.
3.2.4 Special case: constant deformation soft arm
In this Section we particolarize, for the constant deformation model, the results
achieved for the piecewise constant deformation model.
Soft geometric Jacobian
The velocity kinematics in (3.60) for a constant deformation arm becomes
η(α) = J(α,d)˙ (3.78)
where
J = LQP−1 (3.79)
= L
(
(T∗(α,d)− I6×6)TSE(3)(−d) + T∗(α,d)TSE(3)(d)
)
is the 6× 6 matrix representing the relashionship between the velocity along the
soft robotic arm and the time derivative of the discretized strains. The action
of J on the state vector ˙ returns the arm velocity η(α), which is expressed in
the local coordinate frame. Hence, we refer to this matrix as the soft geometric
Jacobian of the constant deformation arm.
The discrete acceleration model in (3.61) for a constant deformation arm reads
η˙(α) = J(α,d)¨+ J˙(α,d)˙ (3.80)
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Statics
The discretized variation of the internal energy in (3.64) for a constant deforma-
tion arm reads
δ(Vint) = δ()TKL (3.81)
where KL is the discretized stiffness matrix defined as
K =
∫
L
K(α) dα (3.82)
For the discretized variation of the external energy, we need to compute the
discretized variation of h. To that purpose, Eq. 3.78 at the variation level reads
δh(α) = J(α,d)δ() (3.83)
Introducing (3.83) in Eq. 3.12, we obtain
δ(Vext) = −δ()TJTL(d)F (3.84)
where F is defined as
F =
∫
L
gext dα (3.85)
and JL, the soft geometric Jacobian computed over the length of the arm, is
defined as
JL(d) =
∫
L
J(α,d) dα (3.86)
According to the principle of virtual work, the manipulator is in static equilibrium
if and only if
δ(Vint) = δ(Vext) ∀δ() (3.87)
Hence, substituting (3.81) and (3.84) into Eq. 3.87 leads to the notable result
T = JTL(d)F (3.88)
stating that the relashionship between the external forces F and the internal
forces T = KL is estabilished by the transpose of the soft geometric Jacobian
computed over the length of the element.
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3.2.5 Example
Let us consider the example in Sec. 3.1.6. The physical parameters used in the
simulations are (from [58])
• L = 0.5 m
• EI = 1 Nm2
• τ = 1-10 N m
Figure 3.2 illustrates the soft continuum arm in its initial and deformed configu-
ration, after applying the torque at its free hand. The gray solid lines indicate the
analytic solutions for the position field obtained in Sec. 3.1.6, while the solutions
for the discrete position field are indicated by the dotted red lines. We notice
that the current discretization matches the exact solution. This is valid for pure
bending/torsion cases.
o
Figure 3.2: Cantilevered soft arm subject to a torque τ at its free end. The
initial configuration is a straight vertical line, while the deformed configuration
is a planar curve of constant curvature.
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3.3 Summary
• The differential kinematics of a piecewise constant deformation soft arm is
given by
η(α) = J(α,d)˙ (3.89)
• The statics of a piecewise constant deformation soft arm reads
T = JTL(d)F (3.90)
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Dynamics
Dynamics regards to the motion of a robotic mechanism by accounting to the
forces and torques that cause it. The derivation of the dynamic model of a robotic
manipulator is crucial for mechanical design, analysis of manipulator structures,
design of control algorithms, simulation of motion.
In this chapter, we use the principles of the Hamiltonian mechanics [59] and the
variational calculus [49] to derive the equations of motion of a continuum arm
and a piecewise constant deformation arm.
4.1 Continuum arm
The dynamic equilibrium equations of a continuum arm take the form of nonlinear
partial differential equations formulated on a Lie group.
4.1.1 Kinetic energy
The kinetic energy of the continuum arm is defined by
K = 1
2
∫
L
ηTMη dα (4.1)
where M is the constant 6×6 inertia matrix, which contains the mass and rotation
inertia properties of the cross-sections as
M =
[
ρAI3×3 JTI
JI JII
]
(4.2)
in which JI and JII are the first and the second moment of inertia of the cross-
sections computed in the local axes of the arm, ρ is the density and A is the
cross-section area. In the general case, M is not diagonal. Indeed, if the reference
curve is defined such that JI = 03×3, and if the normal and the bi-normal to
the reference curve are the principal axes of the cross sections such that JII is
diagonal, then M is a diagonal matrix. Since the cross-sections are assumed to
be undeformable, M is defined from the initial configuration of the continuum
arm and it does not depend on its motion or deformation.
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4.1.2 Hamiltonian formulation
The Hamilton’s principle states that the action integral over the time interval
[t0, t1] is stationary provided that the initial and final configurations are fixed,
i.e., ∫ t1
t0
(δ(K)− δ(Vint) + δ(Vext)) dt = 0 . (4.3)
where the variations are fixed at t0 and t1. In (4.3), K denotes the kinetic energy,
while Vint and Vext denote respectively the potential energy due to the internal
and external forces. The variation of the strain energy has been already computed
in Eq. 3.11, while the variation and the external forces in Eq. 3.12. The variation
of the kinetic energy of Eq. 4.1 reads
δ(K) =
∫
L
δ(η)TMη dα (4.4)
By recalling the commutativity of the Lie derivatives in (A.9), the variation of
the velocity in terms of the variation of the configuration variables is expressed
as
δ(η) = ˙(δh) + η̂δh (4.5)
Inserting (4.5) into Eq. 4.4 and integrating by parts yields∫ t1
t0
δ(K) dt =
[∫
L
δhTMηdα
]t1
t0
−
∫ t1
t0
∫
L
δhT (Mη˙ − ηˆTMη) dα dt (4.6)
Since the variations are fixed, the first term on the right hand side vanishes.
Finally, by combining Eq. 4.6, Eq. 3.11 and 3.12, the Hamilton’s principle in
(4.3) yields the following weak form of the dynamic equilibrium equations[
δhT (r− gext)
] |L0 − ∫
L
δhT (−Mη˙ + ηˆTMη + r′ − fˆT r + gext) dα = 0 (4.7)
Indeed, the strong form of the dynamic equations of the continuum arm reads
Mη˙ − ηˆTMη − r′ + fT r = gext (4.8)
4.1.3 Equations of motion
• Kinematic equations
H˙ = Hη˜ (4.9)
H′ = H(f0 + )˜ (4.10)
• Boundary conditions
δh(L) (K(L)(L)− gext(L))− δh(0)
(
K(0)(0)− gext(0)
)
= 0 (4.11)
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• Dynamical equilibrium equations
Mη˙ − ηˆTMη − r′ + fT r = gext (4.12)
• Compatibility equations
η′ − ˙ = η̂f (4.13)
4.1.4 Example
Let us consider the soft arm in Fig. 4.1 which is free to rotate at a constant veloc-
ity ω0 in its own plane. The arm is initially straight, i.e., f
0
u = e1 and f
0
ω = 03×1.
The coordinate along the arm, α, ranges from [0, L], being L the length of the
arm. The mass and stiffness matrices of the cross-sections are given respectevely
by M = ρ diag(A,A,A, J, I2, I3) and K = diag(EA,GA2, GA3, GJ,EI2, EI3).
The arm is not subjected to any external loads, i.e., gext = 06×1. The boundary
conditions in Eq. 4.11 becomes
(L, t) = (0, t) = 06×1 (4.14)
Due to the centrifugal forces, it is expected that the arm is stretched. Accordingly,
we have γ = [γ1 0 0]
T , κ = 03×1, v = [0 0 v3]
T , ω = [0 ω 0]T .
x
z
ω
A B
α = −L2 α = L2
Figure 4.1: Schematic model of the free-rotating soft arm.
Deformation and velocity fields
The deformation and velocity fields are obtained by solving the dynamics and
compatibility equations.
The dynamic equations in Eq. 4.12 becomes
ρAv3ω − EAγ′1 = 0 (4.15)
ρAv˙3 = 0 (4.16)
Jω˙ = 0 (4.17)
The compatibility equations in Eq. 4.13 becomes
γ˙1 = 0 (4.18)
v′3 + ω(1 + γ1) = 0 (4.19)
ω′ = 0 (4.20)
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Eq. 4.17 and Eq. 4.20 lead to
ω(α, t) = ω0 (4.21)
Deriving (4.15) with respect to α and replacing the expression of v′3 from (4.19)
yield
Eγ′′1 + ρω
2
0γ1 = −ρω20 (4.22)
The solution of (4.22), setting c0 =
√
ρ/E, is
γ1(α) = acos (c0ω0(α + b))− 1 (4.23)
where a and b are two constants of integration. By using the boundary conditions
γ1(0) = γ1(L) = 0, we obtain
a =
1
cos(c0ω0L/2)
; b = −L/2 (4.24)
Inserting the resulting expression of γ1 into Eq. 4.15, we obtain the value of v3
as
v3 = − a
c0
sin (coω0(α + b)) (4.25)
Finally, the expressions for v3 and γ1 are given by
v3(α, t) =
sin (c0ω0(L/2− α))
c0cos(c0ω0L/2)
(4.26)
γ1(α, t) =
cos (c0ω0(α− L/2))
cos(c0ω0L/2)
− 1 (4.27)
Notice that v3(L/2) = 0: this means that the arm rotates about a fixed point,
namely the material point at its mid-span.
SE(3) field
The kinematic equations in Eq. 4.9 lead to
R(t) = R0 expSO(3)(ωt) =
 cos(ω0t) 0 sin(ω0t)0 1 0
−sin(ω0t) 0 cos(ω0t)
 (4.28)
for the orientation part and
x(α, t) = x0 + R0

cos(ω0t)sin(c0ω0(α−L/2))
c0ω0cos(c0ω0L/2)
0
− sin(ω0t)sin(c0ω0(α−L/2))
c0ω0cos(c0ω0L/2)
 (4.29)
for the position part.
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4.2 Piecewise constant deformation soft arm
The piecewise constant deformation dynamic model discretize the weak form of
the dynamic equilibrium equations in (4.7) by using the Soft Geometric Jaco-
bian obtained in the previous chapter in (3.1). This allows the derivation of a
dynamic model for soft manipulators which has the identical structure of the
dynamic model for rigid manipulators. The dynamic equations take the form of
nonlinear ordinary differential equations. This dynamic model paves the way to
the development of the same model-based control methods used in classical rigid
manipulator theory [60].
4.2.1 Hamiltonian formulation
In order to obtain the discrete dynamic model, we need to insert
• the discretized variation of h given in (3.68)
• the discrete model of velocity η given in (3.60)
• the discrete model of acceleration η˙ given in (3.61)
into the weak form of the dynamic equilibrium equations of the continuum model (4.7).
By using the Soft Geometric Jacobian partition given in (3.69), the weak form of
the discretized dynamic equilibrium equations reads
δ(1)
T
∫ L1
0
JT11
[
M1(J11¨1 + J˙11˙1)− Ĵ11˙1
T
M1J11˙1 + ̂1TK11 − gext,1
]
dα1 . . .
· · ·+ δ(1)T
∫ L2
L1
JT21
[
M2(J21¨1 + J˙21˙1)− Ĵ21˙1
T
M2J21˙1 + ̂1TK21 − gext,1
]
dα2 . . .
· · ·+ δ(2)T
∫ L2
L1
JT22
[
M2(J22¨2 + J˙22˙2)− Ĵ22˙2
T
M2J22˙2 + ̂2TK22 − gext,2
]
dα2 . . .
· · ·+ · · ·+ . . . (4.30)
· · ·+ δ(1)T
∫ Ln
Ln−1
JTn1
[
Mn(Jn1¨1 + J˙n1˙1)− Ĵn1˙1
T
MnJn1˙1 + ̂1TKn1 − gext,1
]
dαn . . .
· · ·+ · · ·+ δ(n)T
∫ Ln
Ln−1
JTnn
[
Mn(Jnn¨n + J˙nn˙n)− Ĵnn˙n
T
MnJnn˙n + ̂nTKnn − gext,n
]
dαn = 0
where we indicated with Mj and Kj the 6 × 6 mass matrix and the 6 × 6 stiff-
ness matrix of the element of length lj. This means that for each element, we
have the possibility to select the cross-section properties. This is particularly
important in manipulators whose cross-section, and thus geometric properties,
change along the reference curve. By introducing the 6n× 6n diagonal matrices
MN = diag(Mj) and KN = diag(Kj), j = 1, . . . , n, and recalling to the expres-
sion of the Soft Geometric Jacobian given in Table 3.1, the weak form of the
discretized dynamic equilibrium equations in (4.30) takes the compact form
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δ()T
∫
L
JT
[
MN(J¨+ J˙˙)− Ĵ˙TMNJ˙+ ̂TKN− gext
]
dα = 0 (4.31)
Since (4.31) holds ∀δ() 6= 0 and, we can rewrite this Equation as[∫
L
JTMNJ dα
]
¨+
[∫
L
JTMN J˙ dα
]
˙−
[∫
L
JT Ĵ˙
T
MNJ dα
]
˙ . . .
−
[∫
L
JT ̂TKN dα
]
−
[∫
L
JTgext dα
]
= 0 (4.32)
Naming the coefficient matrices in the squared parenthesis of (4.32), we obtain
the piecewise constant deformation dynamic equations as
M(α, )¨+ (C1 (α, , ˙)− C2(α, , ˙)) ˙−K = F (4.33)
where we can recognize the classical structure of the Lagrangian model for rigid
serial manipulators.
The coefficient matrices in the dynamic model (4.33) are:
• M = ∫
L
JTMNJ dα, the 6n× 6n discretized mass matrix. The dependency
on  of this matrix has an actual physical meaning. Indeed, if the soft arm
is initially curved and/or twisted, its inertia, which is related to the shape
of the arm, is affected and this is taken into account by d0j (see, e.g., Eq.
2.27).
• C1 =
∫
L
JTMN J˙ dα, the 6n × 6n velocity matrix which contributes only if
˙ does not vanish, i.e., only when the deformation of the arm changes in
time.
• C2 =
∫
L
JT Ĵ˙
T
MNJ dα, the 6n × 6n velocity matrix related to gyroscopic
effects, contributes also in the case of a rigid body motion of the soft arm.
• K = ∫
L
JT ̂TKN dα, the 6n× 6n discretized stiffness matrix.
• F = ∫
L
JTgext dα, the 6n × 1 vector of generalized applied forces. It also
includes actuation loads and gravity field.
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4.2.2 Special case: constant deformation soft arm
The dynamic equations for a constant deformation soft arm are obtained in the
same fashion of the piecewise constant deformation model. We obtain the same
structure, with matrices of dimensions 6× 6.
Hamiltonian formulation
Using (3.78), (3.80) and (3.83), the weak form of the discretized dynamic equi-
librium equations in (4.7) for a constant deformation soft arm becomes
δ()T
∫
L
JT (M(J¨+ J˙ ˙)− Ĵ ˙TMJ˙+ ̂TK− gext) dα = 0 (4.34)
Since (4.34) holds ∀δ() 6= 0 and, we can rewrite this Equation as[∫
L
JTMJ dα
]
¨+
[∫
L
JTMJ˙ dα
]
˙−
[∫
L
JT Ĵ ˙
T
MJ dα
]
˙ . . . (4.35)
−
[∫
L
JT ̂TK dα
]
−
[∫
L
JTgext dα
]
= 0
Naming the coefficient matrices in the squared parenthesis of (4.35), we obtain
the constant deformations dynamic equations as
M(α, )¨+ (C1 (α, , ˙)− C2(α, , ˙)) ˙−K = F (4.36)
where we recognize the structure of the Lagrangian model of rigid serial manip-
ulators. The coefficient matrices in the dynamic model (4.36) are:
• M = ∫
L
JTMJ dα, the 6× 6 discretized mass matrix.
• C1 =
∫
L
JTMJ˙ dα, the 6 × 6 velocity matrix which contributes only if ˙
does not vanish, i.e., only when the deformation of the arm changes in time.
• C2 =
∫
L
JT Ĵ ˙
T
MJ dα, the 6 × 6 velocity matrix related to gyroscopic
effects, contributes also in the case of a rigid body motion of the soft arm.
• K = ∫
L
JT ̂TK dα, the 6× 6 discretized stiffness matrix.
• F = ∫
L
JTgext dα, the 6 × 1 vector of generalized applied forces. It also
includes actuation loads and gravity field.
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4.2.3 Example
Let us consider a soft arm rotating at a constant velocity w in its own plane. The
analytic solution for this problem is given in Sec. 4.1.4. Here, for we simulate the
motion of the manipulator using the discretized model with the following physical
parameters:
• L = 1 m
• E = 69× 109 Pa
• ρ = 2.7× 103 Kg/m3
Figure 4.2 illustrates the tip displacements of the soft arm during 1 s. The system
is subject to three different velocities w in its own plane. The solid lines indicate
the analytic solutions, while the numerical solutions are indicated by the dotted
lines. Also in this case, we appreciate that the current nonlinear finite element
formalism matches the exact solution.
Figure 4.2: Tip displacements in x and z−directions for the free soft arm rotating
at three different velocities w.
4.3 Summary
• The dynamic model of a piecewise constant deformation soft arm reads
M(α, )¨+ (C1 (α, , ˙)− C2(α, , ˙)) ˙−K = F (4.37)
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Constrained dynamics
In this thesis, with the term constrained dynamics we indicate the dynamics of
articulated (or multibody) robotic mechanisms, constituted either by rigid or soft
arms, and connected either by rigid or elastic joints. For the rigid arms, we refer
to the equations of motion for a rigid body obtained in Chapter 1. For the soft
arms, we refer to the equations of motion for the CD and PWCD models obtained
in Chapter 4.
The mechanical coupling of the different arms is achieved by defining the concept
of relative transformations. From this concept, we derive the kinematics equations
for the rigid and the elastic joints. Finally, we derive the equations of motion
for a generic robotic manipulator, which take the form of differential-algebraic
equations formulated on a Lie group. Since the topology of the mechanical system
is implicity contained in the finite element mesh, the dynamics of trees, stars
and loop-structured robotic mechanisms is naturally included in the equations of
motion derived in this Chapter.
5.1 The coupling approach
The joints of a robotic mechanism restricts the relative motions between its arms.
A convenient formulation can be achieved in the context of the Special Euclidean
group SE(3) formalism, thanks to the relative transformation description and the
concept of restricted relative motion using the notion of Lie subgroups. This ap-
proach has been recently proposed in the contexts of rigid multibody systems [48]
and flexible manipulators [61]. The method introduces, for each joint of the mech-
anism, six algebraic constraints, to which six Lagrange multipliers are associated.
In this description, the relative variables of the joints appear as the unknown vari-
ables in the equations of motion. Accordingly, the resulting constrained dynamic
formulation involves a mixed-variable formulation, where the absolute variables
of the rigid and soft arms are related with the relative variables of the rigid and
flexible joints through algebraic constraint equations.
The advantages for modelling joints via algebraic constraints are listed as follows
• the method allows the definition of all the low-pair joints;
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• the method allows the simulation of passive joints;
• the method allows the straightaway inclusion of rigid and flexible joints.
5.2 Relative transformations
The relative transformations introduced in this Section play for the joints the
same role that the rigid body transformations discussed in Section 1.1 play for
the arms.
Since we associate frames with the nodes constituting both the rigid and the
soft arms, to describe the relative motion between frames we need to define a
concept of relative transformations of frames. The objective is to find a suitable
representation of the relative transformation which is not affected by the overall
motion of the two nodes, but that is sensitive only to their relative motion. To
that purpose, we use again the special Euclidean group SE(3) framework.
Let us consider two mappings Ha(t) and Hb(t), with t ∈ R, which describe the
trajectory of two nodes associated to the two frames. The two nodes exhibit a
relative motion which can be conveniently expressed using the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 2 The relative transformation between two mappings a and b can
be represented by a right multiplication on SE(3), i.e.
Hb(t) = Ha(t)Hr(t) (5.1)
where Hr(t) represents the relative transformation expressed with respect to the
frame Ha(t).
Notice that Eq. 5.1 can be inverted as
Ha(t) = Hb(t)(Hr(t))−1 (5.2)
such that (Hr(t))−1 takes the meaning of the relative transformation between a
and b expressed with respect to b.
In order to demonstrate that Hr(t) is the representation of the relative transfor-
mation that we are looking for, i.e., it is not affected by the overall motion of the
two nodes, let us consider a superimposed Euclidean transformation He to Ha(t)
and Hb(t), which leads to Ha
′
(t) and Hb
′
(t) as
Ha
′
(t) = HeHa(t) (5.3)
Hb
′
(t) = HeHb(t) (5.4)
Inserting Eq. 5.1 in (5.4), we have
Hb
′
(t) = HeHa(t)Hr(t) (5.5)
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And, inserting Eq. 5.3 in (5.5), we obtain
Hb
′
(t) = Ha
′
(t)Hr(t) (5.6)
which means that the relative transformation between a′ and b′ is always given
by Hr(t). Thus, this matrix is a measure of the relative transformation between
the two mappings a and b which is invariant under a superimposed Euclidean
transformation. This means that Eq. 5.1 is a convenient way to express the
relative transformations between two mappings, since, in Hr(t), the overall large
amplitude motion contributions contained in the mappings are filtered out and
only the relative motion information is captured.
5.3 Rigid joint
A rigid joint is an element which implements restricted relative motion between
two arms.
The representation of the relative transformation of mappings has been described
in the previous section, while the restricted relative motions between the two
nodes can be described using the concept of subgroups, and the respective sub-
algebra (see, e.g., Appendix B).
Let us consider two generic arms which are connected by a kinematic joint, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The body-attached frames of the two nodes of the arms
are denoted as HA = H(RA,uA) and HB = H(RB,uB). According to (5.1), the
relative transformation allowed by the joint between the two nodes A and B is
HB = HAHJ,I (5.7)
where HJ,I is a frame element which represents the relative transformation de-
scribing the behavior of the joint I. Such frames have a restricted number of
degrees of freedom kI ≤ 6 and belong to a subgroup of SE(3).
According to (C.4), their derivatives takes the generic form da(HJ,I) = HJ,I a˜J,I =
HJ,I(A˜Iaj,I). In particular, the variation and the time derivative of HJ,I can be
expressed as
δ(HJ,I) = HJ,I δ˜hJ,I = HJ,I(A˜Iδhj,I) (5.8)
˙HJ,I = HJ,I η˜J,I = HJ,I(A˜Iηj,I) (5.9)
where ηJ,I and δhJ,I are six-dimensional vectors of velocities and infinitesimal
arbitrary motions, ηj,I and δhj,I are kI−dimensional vectors of velocities and
infinitesimal arbitrary motions of the relative degrees of freedom, and AI is the
6×kI full rank matrix which spans the subspace of allowed relative motions (see,
e.g., Table 5.1).
Equation 5.7 is included in the equations of motion as the constraint equations
which are computed in the next section.
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HJ,I
HB
HA
soft armrigid arm
Figure 5.1: A kinematic joint which connects two generic arms of a robotic ma-
nipulator.
Subgroup Dimension of h A
Revolute SO(2) 1
[
03x1
n
]
Prismatic R 1
[
n
03x1
]
Screw (pitch p) Hp 1
[
pn
n
]
Cylindrical SO(2)× R 2
[
03x1 n
n 03x1
]
Planar R2 2
[
n1 n2
03x1 03x1
]
Spherical SO(3) 3
[
03x1 03x1 03x1
n1 n2 n3
]
Table 5.1: Joint definition.
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5.3.1 Kinematic constraints
In this section we derive a suitable representation for the kinematic constraints.
Since the constraints will be in the form ϕ(Hϕ) = 0, they belong to the class of
holonomic (or, integrable) constraints.
Constraint equations
Let us premultiplicate Eq. 5.7 with H−1B such that we obtain
I4×4 = H−1B HAHJ,I (5.10)
By introducing the residual matrix Hϕ ∈ SE(3) defined as Hϕ = H−1B HAHJ,I ,
we can reformulate Eq. 5.7 as the following constraint equation
Hϕ(HA,HB,HJ,I) = I4×4 (5.11)
In order to include the kinematic joints in the dynamic formulation of the robotic
manipulator using the Lagrange multiplier method in the Hamilton’s principle, we
need to define a constraint equation vector ϕ. Since Eq. 5.11 is a matrix equation,
we have to find a way to produce a six-dimensional vector from a SE(3) element.
One possible way is to use the vectorial map such that the constraint equations
(5.11) for a kinematic joint take the form of the six-dimensional constraint vector
ϕ(Hϕ) = vectSE(3)(Hϕ) = 06×1 (5.12)
where the vectorial map is the linear operator which can be seen as a linearized
version of the logarithmic map and it is defined as
vectSE(3)(H(R,u)) =
[
u
ϕ(R)
]
(5.13)
such that ϕ˜(R) = (R−RT )/2. The vectorial map introduces systematically six
constraints for a kinematic joint. The vectorial map imposes that the relative
displacements and the relative orientations contained in HJ,I are exactly the
relative configuration between node A and B, by imposing three constraints at
the position level and three constraints at the rotation level.
This formulation is a mixed-variable formulation, since it leads systematically
to six constraint equations which involve the nodal variables HA and HB as
well as the relative variable HJ,I . Indeed, for the joint I with kI degrees of
freedom, the vectorial map introduces six equations which are linear combinations
of the 6 − kI equations preventing the non-allowed relative motion and the kI
equations describing the evolution of the allowed relative motions. For example,
in a revolute joint, five equations deal with the non-allowed relative motions and
one equation describes the evolution of the relative angle about the joint axis.
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Constraint gradient
In this section we derive the constraint gradient, which will be used in the Hamil-
ton’s principle for formulating the constrained dynamics of rigid and soft robotic
manipulators.
The constraint gradient ϕq is defined from the directional derivative of the con-
straints (5.12) as
δ(ϕ) = Dϕ · A˜δh = ϕqAδh (5.14)
where
A = diag(I6×6, I6×6,AI) (5.15)
and
δh =
 δhAδhB
δhj,I
 (5.16)
The variation of the constraint equations (5.12) leads to
δ(ϕ) = δ(vectSE(3)(Hϕ)) = vectSE(3)(δ(Hϕ)) (5.17)
where in the second equality we used the fact that the vectorial map is a linear
operator.
The variation of Hϕ about the equilibrium Hϕ = I4×4 is obtained as
δ(Hϕ) = −δ˜hBH−1B HAHJ,I + H−1B HAδ˜hAHJ,I + H−1B HAHJ,I δ˜hJ,I (5.18)
⇔ δhϕ = −δhB + AdH−1J,I (δhA) + δhJ,I (5.19)
where Ad is the adjoint representation defined in (A.4). By inserting (5.18)–(5.19)
into Eq. 5.17, we obtain the constraint gradient evaluated at the equilibrium,
ϕqA =
[
AdH−1J,I
− I6×6 AI
]
(5.20)
which only depends on the relative motion, and not on the overall motion of the
nodes A and B. This means that the non-linearity of the formulation is only
caused by the local motions.
Constant offset
Usually, the body attached frames of a soft arm are placed at the extremes of
each constant deformation element, while the body-attached frame of a rigid
body is usually placed at its center of mass. Since the kinematic joint connects
the extremes of each arm, in the case of rigid bodies we might need to define
an additional node on the body at its extreme and introduce a rigid constraint
between this node and the node at the center of mass of the rigid body. Another
possible solution is to account for this discrepancy by describing the offset between
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the body-attached frame and the real point by which the arm is connected. In the
SE(3) framework, this strategy is appealing since it involves a constant offset.
Let us consider the frame at a material point A′ of a rigid arm whose body-
attached frame variable is attached in A, its center of mass. We can express the
frame at A′ as
HA′ = HAHAA′ (5.21)
where HA is the frame at A and HAA′ is a constant relative transformation. By
applying the same transformation to the node B on the other arm, Eq. 5.11
becomes
Hϕ = H
−1
BB′H
−1
B HAHAA′HJ,I = I4×4 (5.22)
The variation of HA′ leads to
δ(HA′) = δ(HA)HAA′ (5.23)
HA′ δ˜hA′ = HAδ˜hAHAA′ (5.24)
such that we can express the variation of A′ in terms of the body-attached frame
at A as
δhA′ = AdH−1
AA′
(δhA) (5.25)
Hence, the constraint gradient in (5.26) becomes
ϕqA =
[
AdH−1J,IH
−1
AA′
− AdH−1
BB′
AI
]
(5.26)
and it still depends only on the relative motion.
5.4 Flexible joint
Flexible joints are joints undergoing deflections. The presence of joint flexi-
bility is common in current manipulators, where compliant motion transmis-
sion/reduction elements are used. Deflection of these flexible elements can be
modeled as being concentrated at the joints of the robot, thus limiting the com-
plexity of the associated equations of motion. In this work, we assume that joint
deflections are small, so that flexibility effects are limited to the domain of lin-
ear elasticity; this hypothesis well suits for robotics applications. From now on,
flexible-joints robots will be indicated as robots with elastic joints. The elasticity
at joint I is modeled by a spring with a certain stiffness. Moreover, we can model
friction effects inside the elastic joints by adding a damper. In this case, we refer
to damped-elastic joints. Figure 5.2 illustrates a revolute elastic joint between two
generic arms. In order to obtain a mathematical description for the contribution
to the internal forces due to joint deflection, let us represent the relative motion in
terms of relative coordinates, namely relative angles and relative displacements.
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α0I
KI
DI
αI
Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of a revolute elastic joint.
5.4.1 Joint deflection
The relative joint motion informations are contained in the matrix HJ,I . Here,
starting from this matrix, we want to obtain the representation of the relative
motion in terms of relative angles and relative displacements.
The commutativity of the derivatives in (C.6) leads to
AIδ(ηj,I) = AI
˙(δhj,I) + (ÂIηj,I)AIδ(hj,I) (5.27)
For Abelian subgroups, namely all the lower pair joints except planar and spheri-
cal joints, the Lie bracket vanishes, i.e. (ÂIηj,I)AI = 0. In this case, we have that
AIδ(ηj,I) = AI
˙(δhj,I), and, since AI has full rank, δ(ηj,I) = ( ˙δhj,I). Introducing
a kI × 1 vector αI as α˙I = ηj,I , we have
δ(αI) = δhj,I (5.28)
where αI is the relative coordinates of the joint. By introducing the initial coor-
dinate of the joint as α0I , the deflection δI at the I−th joint reads
δI = αI −α0I (5.29)
and it results a scalar value if the joint has one degree of freedom. For joints with
more than one degrees of freedom, the deflection δI is a vectorial entity. Since
we have that δ(αI) = δhj,I , the definition of the joint deflection δI can be used
for expressing the contribution of the flexible joints to the equations of motion of
the robotic manipulator in a straightforward manner.
5.4.2 Internal forces of the joint
The internal forces of an elastic joints include the elastic and the dissipative
terms, derived as follows.
Elastic forces
The potential energy of the elastic joint can be introduced by considering the
stiffnesses related to the relative coordinates involved in the kinematic joints as
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Vint,K = 1
2
δIKIδI (5.30)
where KI = diag(KI,1, . . . , KI,kI ) is the diagonal stiffness matrix of the kinematic
joint I. As example, the elasticity of a single degree of freedom elastic joint I is
modeled through a springer of stiffness KI,1 > 0. The contribution of a spring
element in the internal forces is simply obtained as
δ(Vint,K) = δhTj,Igint,I,K(αI) (5.31)
where the internal forces in the constrained equations of motion are given by
gint,I,K(αI) = KIδI (5.32)
Dissipation forces
The framework of relative coordinates allows also modelling dissipation effects
inside the kinematic joints. The associated virtual work reads
δ(Vint,D) = δhTj,Igint,I,D(αI) (5.33)
The internal forces due to a damper element in the constrained equations of
motion are given by
gint,I,D(αI) = DIα˙I = DIηj,I (5.34)
where we used the fact that α˙I = ηj,I per definition and DI = diag(DI,1, . . . , DI,DI )
is the diagonal matrix of damping coefficients associated with the kinematic
joint I.
5.5 The constrained dynamical system
A generic robotic manipulator is a collection of rigid and soft arms interconnected
by rigid and/or flexible joints in a serial or parallel-like structure.
5.5.1 Kinematic configuration
In this thesis, we used the SE(3) framework for obtaining the equations of motion
of the arms and the kinematic constraint equations for the joints. As illustrated
in Fig. 5.3, the elements of SE(3), namely the frames H, have two different
meanings:
• Body-attached frames. They are referred to as nodal frames. For each
rigid arm, we have one nodal frame attached to the node corresponding
to the center of mass. For each constant deformation element of a soft
arm, we have two nodal frames, attached to the initial and final node of the
element. For node I, we use the notation HI . These frames have six degrees
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of freedom, namely three translations and three rotations. According to the
definition of derivative given by (A.2), the variation and the time derivative
of nodal frames are denoted as
δ(HI) = HI δ˜hI (5.35)
H˙I = HI η˜I (5.36)
• Relative transformations. They are referred to as relative frames. These
SE(3) elements describe the frame transformation between two nodal frames
and are used to formulate the joints. For joint I, we use the notation HJ,I .
These frames have kI ≤ 6 degrees of freedom and belong to a Subgroup
of SE(3). According to the definition of derivative given by (C.4), the
variation and the time derivative of relative frames are denoted as
δ(HJ,I) = HJ,I δ˜hJ,I = HJ,I(A˜Iδhj,I) (5.37)
˙HJ,I = HJ,I η˜J,I = HJ,I(A˜Iηj,I) (5.38)
Let us consider a generic robotic mechanism with n nodal frames and m joints.
The kinematic joints constrain k = k1 + · · · + km degrees of freedom, such that
the mechanism has 6n − km degrees of freedom. Thus, the configuration of the
robotic mechanism can be described using the invertible block diagonal matrix
H = diag(H1, . . . ,Hn,HJ,1, . . . ,HJ,m) (5.39)
which can be interpreted either as an element of a 6n+6m dimensional Lie group
or as an element of a 6n+k dimensional Lie subgroup. Notice that the variable in
H are not independent. Indeed, the description of nodal and relative frames relies
on a redundant set of variables which are related by a set of algebraic constraints.
According to (5.35)–(5.38), a general way to represent the variation and the time
derivative of H is
δ(H) = HA˜δh (5.40)
H˙ = HA˜η (5.41)
where δh and η denote the (6n+k)− dimensional vectors of arbitrary infinitesimal
motions and velocities as
δh =

δh1
. . .
δhn
δhj,1
. . .
δhj,m
 ; η =

η1
. . .
ηn
δηj,1
. . .
δηj,m
 (5.42)
and A is the constant (6n+ 6m)× (6n+ k) block-diagonal matrix
A = diag(I6×6, . . . , I6×6,A1, . . . ,Am) (5.43)
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5.5.2 Hamiltonian formulation
According to the novel configuration of the robotic mechanism which includes
nodal and relative frames (5.39) and based on the derivatives of the configuration
expressed as in (5.40) and (5.41), we can reformulate the Hamilton’s principle
using the Lagrange multiplier method as
δ
(∫ t1
t0
(K(H,η)− Vint(H) + Vext(H)− λTϕ(H)) dt) = 0 . (5.44)
where λ are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the kinematic constraints
ϕ(H) = 0, K(H,η) is the usual kinetic energy, while Vint(H) and Vext(H) are the
usual potential energies due to the internal and external forces. The variation of
the single terms can be written as
δ
(∫ t1
t0
K(H,η)dt
)
= −
∫ t1
t0
δhTgine(H,η, η˙)dt (5.45)
δ
(∫ t1
t0
Vint(H)dt
)
=
∫ t1
t0
δhTgint(H)dt (5.46)
δ
(∫ t1
t0
Vext(H)dt
)
= −
∫ t1
t0
δhTgext(H)dt (5.47)
δ
(∫ t1
t0
λTϕ(H)dt
)
=
∫ t1
t0
(
δhTATϕTq (H)λ+ δλ
Tϕ(H)
)
dt (5.48)
where gine are the inertia forces, gint are the internal forces, gext are the external
forces and ϕq is the constraint gradient.
5.5.3 Equations of motion
Owing to the arbitrariness of δh and δλ, the equations of motion of a generic
robotic mechanism take the form of differential-algebraic equations on a Lie group
H˙ = HA˜η (5.49)
gine(H,η, η˙) + gint(H) + A
TϕTq (H)λ− gext(H) = 0(6n+k)×1 (5.50)
ϕ(H) = 06m×1 (5.51)
where Eq. 5.49 are the kinematic equations, Eq. 5.50 are the dynamic equations,
and Eq. 5.51 are the kinematic constraint equations.
5.5.4 Time integration
The implicit generalized-α-scheme explained in Appendix D applied to a general
constrained dynamical system leads to the discretized equations of motion
Hn+1 = Hn expSE(3)(A˜nn+1) (5.52)
g(Hn+1,ηn+1, η˙n+1) + A
TϕTq (Hn+1)λn+1 = 0(6M+k)×1 (5.53)
ϕ(Hn+1) = 06m×1 (5.54)
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where nn+1 is a (6M + k)−dimensional vector of incremental motions. The time
integration formulae are readily identical to (D.7)–(D.9). Equation 5.52 is a
formal expression which means that for each node and each joint, there is an
expression as
HI,n+1 = HI,n expSE(3)(n˜I,n+1) (5.55)
HJ,I,n+1 = HJ,I,n expSE(3)(A˜Inj,I,n+1) (5.56)
The tangent operator involved in Eq. D.13 is given by
T(nn+1) = diag(TSE(3)(n1,n+1), . . . ,TSE(3)(nM,n+1), (5.57)
TSE(3)(A1nJ,1,n+1), . . . , TSE(3)(AmnJ,m,n+1))
and the iteration matrix is readily identical to Eq. D.22.
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HI
x
z
y
rigid arm
piecewise constant deformation soft arm
kinematic joint
boundary condition
rigid constraint
constant deformation soft arm
(HI)
HJ,I
A
B
1A
1B = 2A
2B = 3A
(n− 1)B = nA
nB
Figure 5.3: A generic robotic mechanism. HI are nodal frames, HJ,I are relative
frames and (HI) are optional frames.
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5.6 Test examples
In the following we consider some simple mechanisms as test examples of the
constrained dynamics.
5.6.1 Trees
According to the definition made by Selig in [43], tree and star mechanisms are
characterized by having several terminal links and lo loops. The terminal links
are called leaf-links, and they have a single joint. All other links are internal
links and these have at least two, possibly many, joints. A tree mechanism is
grounded, i.e., one of the links is connected to a fixed base through a single joint,
while star mechanisms are not grounded. This is the only difference between the
two. Examples of star mechanisms include multi-leg walking robots and multiple
body spacecrafts. Figure 5.4 shows an example of tree mechanism.
x
y
τ(t)
1
2’
2
3
4
Figure 5.4: A tree structured mechanism.
node x y z m JI,11 JI,22 JI,33
1 0.1 0.3 0 0.2 3e-4 3e-4 3e-4
2 0.1 0.8 0 0.2 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
2’ 0.6 0.8 0 0.3 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4
3 0.1 1.25 0 0.15 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
4 0.35 1.40 0 0.15 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
Table 5.2: Initial configuration and inertia properties in principal axes for the tree
structured mechanism (position in [m], mass in [kg], rotation inertia in [kgm]).
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Table 5.2 gives the geometric properties that we use to simulate the motion of
the model illustrated in Fig. 5.4. All the joints of the mechanism are revolute
joints about the z−axis.
In this simulation test case, a bang-bang input torque of 0.05 Nm is applied in
the first joint. The positive torque lasts for 1s, while the negative torque lasts for
another second. We observ the motion of the central joint of the tree as well as
the motion of node 4 for 2.5 s. The simulated response is illustrated in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Motion of the central joint and node 4 of the tree structured mecha-
nism.
5.6.2 Loops
If the motion of a leaf-link of a tree mechanism is constrained, we have a closed-
loop mechanism [43]. The manipulators with internal loops are called parallel
manipulators. One of the most classical example of parallel mechanism is the
four-bar mechanism, illustrated in Fig. 5.6.
3A
3B
2
1
q(t)
Figure 5.6: A four-bar mechanism.
Table 5.3 gives the geometric properties that we use to simulate the motion of
the model illustrated in Fig. 5.6. All the joints of the mechanism are revolute
joints about the z−axis. The element which connects the nodes 3A and 3B is a
constant deformation soft arm. Its cross-section properties are given by
• M = diag(0.0067, 0.0067, 0.0067, 4.5083e− 10, 9.9165e− 10, 4.5083e− 10)
• K = diag(6.8808e4, 1.7839e5, 6.8808e4, 0.0121, 0.0093, 0.0121)
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node x y z m JI,11 JI,22 JI,33
1 0.1 0.3 0 0.1 1e-4 1e-4 1e-5
2 0.6 0.8 0 0.2 4e-4 4e-4 4e-5
3A 1 1 0 - - - -
3B 1.2 0 0 - - - -
Table 5.3: Initial configuration and inertia properties in principal axes for the
four bar mechanism (position in [m], mass in [kg], rotation inertia in [kgm]).
We simulate the motion of the four bar mechanism by imposing a simple law to
the first joint as q1(t) = 0.25 · t2 for 2.5 s. Figure 5.7 illustrates the simulated
motion of the third joint as well as the motion of node 2 of the mechanism.
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Figure 5.7: Motion of the third joint and node 2 of the loop structured mechanism.
5.6.3 A generic robotic mechanism
As an illustrative example, let us consider the generic robotic mechanism shown
in Fig. 5.8. It consists of rigid (solid lines) and soft (dashed lines) elements
connected by revolute joints (blue circles) in a kinematic structure which includes
one tree and one constrained tree, i.e., a closed loop. The two dark gray dashed
elements (3′4′ and 56) have been modeled using the constand deformation (CD)
model. The light gray dashed element (from node 6 to node 9) has been modeled
using the piecewise constant deformation (PWCD) model with three segments.
Table 5.4 gives the geometric properties of the model, while Tables 5.5 and 5.6
give the mass and stiffness matrices of the cross-sections of the soft arms.
Not all the revolute joints of the manipulators are actuated. The four actuated
joints are indicated in the Figure with qi(t), i = 1, . . . , 4, and they are actuated
using a trapezoidal velocity profile for 2 s with the following conditions:
• q1(0) = 0; q1(2) = pi/6; q¨1 = 1;
• q2(0) = 0; q2(2) = pi/6; q¨2 = 1;
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q1(t)
q2(t)
q3(t)
f1(t)
q4(t)
f2(t)
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Figure 5.8: Schematic model of a generic robotic mechanism composed by rigid
and soft arms structured in a parallel and serial topology.
node x y z m JI,11 JI,22 JI,33
1 0.1 0.3 0 0.2 3e-4 3e-4 3e-4
2’ 0.6 0.8 0 0.3 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4
3’ 1 1 0 - - - -
4’ 1.2 0 0 - - - -
2 0.1 0.8 0 0.2 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
3 0.1 1.25 0 0.15 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
4 0.1 1.25 0 0.15 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
5 0.5 1.3 0 - - - -
6 0.8 1.6 0 - - - -
7 1 1.8 0 - - - -
8 1.2 2 0 - - - -
9 1.4 2.2 0 - - - -
Table 5.4: Initial configuration and inertia properties in principal axes for the
generic robotic mechanism (position in [m], mass in [kg], rotation inertia in [kgm]).
• q3(0) = 0; q3(2) = pi/2; q¨3 = 3;
• q4(0) = 0; q4(2) = pi/12; q¨1 = 0.3;
The nodes 7, 8, 9 which correspond to the end-elements of each constant defor-
mation segment of the PWCD arm, are actuated with three linear forces which
follow a trapezoidal profile with f¨ = ±100 and
• f1,x(0) = 0; f1,x(2) = 100; f1,y(0) = 0; f1,y(2) = -100;
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element M11 M22 K33 K44 K55 K66
CD3′4′ 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.35 1.60 0.11
CD56 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.30 1.40 0.09
PWCD1 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.26 1.35 0.08
PWCD2 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.22 1.28 0.06
PWCD3 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.19 1.21 0.06
Table 5.5: Mass matrices for the generic robotic mechanism.
element K11 K22 K33 K44 K55 K66
CD3′4′ 3.2e6 0.9e6 1.1e6 3.83 32.8 2.85
CD56 2.8e6 0.6e6 0.9e6 3.12 36.2 2.42
PWCD1 2.8e6 0.6e6 0.9e6 3.06 34.6 2.12
PWCD2 2.5e6 0.6e6 0.8e6 3.02 32.2 2.12
PWCD3 2.5e6 0.6e6 0.8e6 3.02 31.8 2.06
Table 5.6: Stiffness matrices for the generic robotic mechanism.
• f2,x(0) = 0; f2,x(2) = -100; f2,y(0) = 0; f2,y(2) = 100;
• f3,x(0) = 0; f3,x(2) = 100; f3,y(0) = 0; f3,y(2) = -100;
We observe the motion of the generic robotic mechanism for 2.5 s. We present
three different conditions, which differ for the joint modeling aspect. The sec-
ond simulation adds a spring element for each revolute joint (K=10 Nm/rad),
while the third simulation adds a spring and a damper elements for each revo-
lute joint (K=10 Nm/rad,D=10 Nms/rad). Figure 5.9 shows the motion of the
free joint which connects the rigid part and the soft part of the mechanism (in
correspondence of node 5), as well as the tip displacements of node 9.
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Figure 5.9: Motion of the free joint and the tip node of the generic manipulator.
Blue: joint; red: x; green: y. Dotted: rigid joints; Dashdotted: adding of spring
elements; Solid: adding of spring and damper elements.
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5.7 Summary
• The equations of motion of a generic robotic mechanism are given by
H˙ = HA˜η (5.58)
gine(H,η, η˙) + gint(H) + A
TϕTq (H)λ− gext(H) = 0(6n+k)×1 (5.59)
ϕ(H) = 06m×1 (5.60)
• The discretized equations of motion of a generic robotic mechanism are
given by
Hn+1 = Hn expSE(3)(A˜nn+1)(5.61)
g(Hn+1,ηn+1, η˙n+1) + A
TϕTq (Hn+1)λn+1 = 0(6M+k)×1 (5.62)
ϕ(Hn+1) = 06m×1 (5.63)
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SimSOFT: a physics engine for
soft robots
SimSOFT is the c++ physics engine for soft robots which implements the finite
element formulation for robotics systems discussed in the thesis. In this Chapter,
we first describe its main features, after we present some benchmark problems
taken from the literature, and we illustrate its potential through basic application
examples, i.e., (i) the dynamic simulations of robotics systems in three different
scenario; (ii) the development of computationally efficient mathematical mod-
els for soft robots by using deep learning techniques; (iii) the development of
vibration control strategies for remote procedures in hazardous domains.
6.1 Description
The main aspects of the architecture of SimSOFT are summarized in Fig. 6.1. The
geometric formalism described in Chapter 1 is the key-concept of the framework.
Based on this, the main elements of the mechanical library are developed, i.e.,
the rigid and soft arm models. The continuum formulation of the soft arms
produces partial-differential equations (PDE) which can not be solved using the
architecture of modern computers. For this reason, we discretize the equations of
motion by using the piecewise constant deformation assumption in the context of
the finite element method. In this way, we achieve a set of ordinary-differential
equations (ODE) which describe the equilibrium of the elements. In order to
couple rigid and soft arms in the same dynamic analysis, we model the connecting
joints as algebraic constraints, which limit the motion of the resulting mechanism
according to the particular joint. By assembling in the same model all the main
components of the library, namely the rigid and soft arms and the rigid and
flexible joints, we produce a set of differential-algebraic equations (DAE). The
resulting equations of motions needs to be integrated in time using an implicit
time integration scheme. Finally, some post-processing tools allow to plot the
kinematics quantities and the forces and torques of nodes as well as the strains
and the stresses of the elements for the duration of the simulation.
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Geometric formalism
Measures of deformations
rigid arms soft arms
Kinematic description based on the motion approach
strains for soft bodies and relative displacements for joints
zero strains finite strains
ODE ODE
FE discretization
PDE
Coupling
kinematic joints
via algebraic constraints
DAE
Time integration
Post - processing
- disp, vel, acc
- forces and torques
- stresses
- animation
PWCD assumption
Assembly
LIBRARY
- rigid arms
- soft arms
- rigid joints
- flexible joints
Figure 6.1: Conceptual architecture of SimSOFT.
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6.2 Benchmark problems
Planar two-link rigid manipulator
Let us consider a planar two-link rigid manipulator with the physical parameters
given in Table 6.1 subject to the joint motion
• q1(t) = t; q2(t) = -t/4, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2pis
link l m I
1 0.25 25 5
2 0.25 25 5
Table 6.1: Physical parameters for the two-link rigid manipulator (length in [m],
mass in [kg], rotation inertia in [kg m2]).
Figure 6.2 illustrates the evolution, evaluated in the inertial reference frame, of
the tip-displacements of the manipulator obtained using the classical rigid-body
dynamics [3] and the dynamics implemented in SimSOFT.
0.5pi 1pi 1.5pi 2pi
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]
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ySimSOFT
Figure 6.2: Displacements of the tip-position of the two-link rigid manipulator in
the inertial reference frame.
Free-falling flexible double pendulum
This simulation refers to the dynamic analysis of a flexible double pendulum with
two revolute passive joints, namely the benchmark problem of the Multibody Dy-
namics module of Comsol Multiphysics [62]. The initial configuration of the flex-
ible double pendulum is given in Table 6.2 and it is illustrated in Fig. 6.3, while
Table 6.3 defines the two kinematic joints. The dimensions of the rectangular
cross-sections of the two links are: b = 0.5 m and h = 1 m. The material is struc-
tural steel with density ρ = 7850 kg m3 and Young modulus E = 200× 109 Pa.
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In the simulation case, the mechanical system just falls down, being subjected
to gravity in the z− direction. The motion of the mechanism is observed for
20 s. Figure 6.4 shows the comparison of the joint displacements recorded using
our 1D FEM formulation with respect to the ones achieved using the 3D FEM
formulation implemented in a commercial software, Comsol Multiphysics. The
slightly upfront response of the 3D simulation might be due to an overdamped
integrator which the commercial software use for solving the equations of motion.
1
2
3
0 x
yz
h
b x
y
z
y
b
h
Figure 6.3: Flexible double pendulum in its initial configuration.
node x y z
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 -10
2 0 -1.25 -10
3 10 -1.25 -10
Table 6.2: Initial configuration of the flexible double pendulum. Position in [m].
joint k−th column of AJ eU eΩ
A 1 03×1 [0 1 0]T
B 1 03×1 [0 1 0]T
Table 6.3: Kinematic joint definition of the flexible double pendulum.
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Figure 6.4: Relative angular position of the revolute joint for the flexible double
pendulum. Solid: 1D FEM, dashdotted: 3D FEM
Spatial flexible manipulator
This benchmark problem is the dynamic analysis of a spatial manipulator with
two flexible links and two active rigid joints, the case study from [63, 64]. The
initial configuration of the manipulator is given in Table 6.4 and it is illustrated
in Fig. 6.5, while Tables 6.5 defines the two kinematic joints. The dimensions
of the rectangular cross-sections of the two links are: b = 5× 10−3 m and h
= 7× 10−3 m. The material is alluminium alloy with density ρ = 2700 kg m3,
Young modulus E = 69× 109 Pa and shear modulus G = 26.9× 109 Pa. Three
simulation cases are presented, corresponding to the three point-to-point joint
trajectories indicated in Table 6.6. The motion from each of the two points of
the trajectory follows a bang-bang acceleration profile of 2 s, which leads to a
S-curve in the postions. The positive acceleration lasts for 1 second followed by
a negative acceleration for the same time duration. For the three simulations,
|a| = |vmax| = |sf |, i.e. the value of the joint acceleration is equal to the maximum
value of the joint velocity and the final position of the joint. The system presents
no damping and it is not subjected to gravity. The motion of the mechanism is
observed for 5 s. Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 show the tip displacements for the three
moves. The resulting trajectories are in close agreement with the ones that Kivila
et al. in [64] achieved by using system modes, 3D FEA, and experiments.
node x y z
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
2 1 0 -1
Table 6.4: Initial configuration of the spatial flexible manipulator. Measurements
in [m].
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Figure 6.5: The spatial flexible manipulator, constituted by two links with two
active joints, one universal, one revolute.
joint k−th column of AJ eU eΩ
A 1 03×1 [0 0 1]T
2 03×1 [0 1 0]T
B 1 03×1 [0 1 0]T
Table 6.5: Kinematic joint definition of the spatial flexible manipulator.
simulation A1 A2 B
1 0 to -1 0 to -1 0 to -1
2 0 to 0 0 to -1 0 to -1
3 0 to pi 0 to 0 0 to 0
Table 6.6: Joint initial and final positions for the three simulations. Measure-
ments in [rad]
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Figure 6.6: Tip displacements of the spatial flexible manipulator for move 1
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Figure 6.7: Tip displacements of the spatial flexible manipulator for move 2
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Figure 6.8: Tip displacements of the spatial flexible manipulator for move 3
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Princeton experiment
We replicate in simulation the Princeton experiment in [65], which is a great
test bed for the constant deformation soft arm model. The experimental setup
comprises a cantilevered arm subjected to the out-of-plane load P , applied at
different angle conditions, which induce coupled effects of bending, torsion and
shear. The setup is illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The length of the arm is L = 0.508 m
and the cross-section properties are given in Table 6.7. The load conditions are
given by
• P1 = 4.448 N; P2 = 8.896 N; P3 = 13.345 N
• θi = 15i deg, i = 0, 1, . . . , 6
element 11 22 33 44 55 66
M 0.1062 0.1062 0.1062 0.3038 1.356 0.09078
K 2.842e6 0.6401e6 0.9039e6 3.103 36.28 2.429
Table 6.7: Cross-section properties of the Princeton experiment.
u3
h
b
0 1
u1
u3
θ
u2
P
Figure 6.9: Schematic model of the Princeton experiment, a cantilevered arm
subjected to the load P .
Figure 6.10 illustrates the comparison between the experimental response and the
simulated response of the tip displacements, for the different loading conditions.
A close agreement is observed.
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Figure 6.10: Tip displacements of the Princeton cantilevered arm subjected to
the end load P with three different intensities and seven configurations. Blue:
P1, red: P2, green: P3. Scatter: experimental data, dotted: numerical predictions
from SimSOFT.
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(a) section of the disks
(b) experimental apparatus
Figure 6.11: Rod-driven, two-segment prototype from Rone and Ben-Tzvi.
Multisegment rod-driven continuum manipulator
In this example, we simulate the experiments performed by Rone and Ben-Tzvi
in [34] on a multisegment rod-driven continuum manipulator. The experimental
apparatus is illustrated in Fig.6.11. It comprises two continuum backbones with
eight disks rigidly mounted along the elastic core at a distance of 30 mm to each
other, with six actuation rods which control the shape of the overall manipulator.
Three rods terminate at the fourth disk, and three rods terminate at the eighth
disk. The initial configuration of the manipulator is straight, with the elastic
backbone core along the x− axis, while z− axis is the usual vertical axis which
is in the same direction of the gravity vector. The cross-section properties of the
central backbone are given in Table 6.8, while Table 6.9 reports the overall inertia
properties of the two segments.
element 11 22 33 44 55 66
M 0.0067 0.0067 0.0067 9.0165e-10 4.5083e-10 4.5083e-10
K 1.7839e5 6.8808e4 6.8808e4 0.093 0.0121 0.0121
Table 6.8: Cross-section properties of the central backbone of the multisegment
rod-driven manipulator.
In the experimental benchmark, the manipulator is subjected to an applied ten-
sion of 25 N in rod 1-1 and tension of 5, 10, and 15 N in rod 2-2. The central
backbone has been modeled using the PWCD model, with n=2.
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rigid body mI JI,11 JI,22 JI,33
segment 1 2.869e-3 3.531e-7 7.690e-6 7.690e-6
segment 2 2.269e-3 2.593e-7 3.894e-6 3.894e-6
Table 6.9: Inertia properties in principal axes for the two segments of the multi-
segment rod-driven manipulator (mass in [kg] and rotation inertia in [kgm])
Figure 6.12 shows the simulated response of the experiment in SimSOFT. The
results are in close agreement with the ones achieved experimentally by Rone and
Ben-Tzvi in [34], in Sec. 6.6.
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Figure 6.12: Static equilibrium for the multisegment rod-driven continuum ma-
nipulator.
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6.3 Applications
Three applications are presented to show how a general purpose physics engine
for rigid and soft robotics systems might help in: dynamic simulations, learning
from simulation, vibration control.
6.3.1 Dynamic simulations in three scenarios: nuclear fu-
sion, surgical, rehabilitation
The main advantages which historically have motivated the development of flex-
ible, even continuum, manipulators are their ability to:
• access by remotely in complex environments: this ability is appealing in
maintenance, inspection and repair (MIR) operations, and in minimally
invasive surgery (MIS).
• adapt their shape to perform whole-arm manipulation: soft robots might
help in applications which require a soft and safe physical human robot
interaction (s2-pHRI).
For this reason, we select three scenario in which the use of such robotics systems
is of current interest: nuclear fusion, surgical, rehabilitation.
Nuclear fusion
Robotics in nuclear fusion plays a relevant role in maintenance and inspection of
mechanical components inside fusion vessels, which are challenging to access [66].
Snake and hyper-redundant manipulators have been widely used in the past and
recent years. In this work we describe the dynamic analysis of an hybrid robotic
mechanism that has been recently proposed for DEMO multi-module blanket
segment (MMS) remote handling [67]. Due to its weight and the difficulty to
reach it inside the fusion reactor, MMS is the most challenging in-vessel com-
ponent from the maintenance perspective. Currently, the proposed strategy for
DEMO remote maintenance is based on a vertical scheme, which is illustrated in
Fig. 6.13 and explained in [68]. Following this approach, the concept for a vertical
maintenance system for multi-module blanket segments was proposed in [69]. It
involves the use of a vertical maintenance crane which transports, through the
vertical maintenance ports, a robotic mechanism which has to operate inside the
vessel for the effective maintenance.
The hybrid kinematic mechanism (HKM) which have been selected for DEMO
MMS remote handling is shown in Fig. 6.14, while Fig. 6.15 reports a snapshot
of the HKM in SimSOFT. The mechanism comprises three linear actuators (Ti)
which position the mechanism in space. The three revolute joints A, B and C
allow for a rotation avout the three axis x, y and z. Note that the joint B is not
actuated: the rotation about y−axis is provided by the syncrhonous movements
of the two linear actuators Li. For a more detailed description, see [67].
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Figure 6.13: A qualitative picture of the DEMO vertical maintenance system
architecture.
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Figure 6.14: Hybrid kinematic mechanism for DEMO MMS remote handling
Figure 6.15: Snapshot of the hybrid kinematic mechanism within SimSOFT
The kinematic model of the HKM is illustrated in Fig. 6.16. It comprises four rigid
bodies, five universal joints, five prismatic joints, five hinges and three revolute
joints. Tables 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 give the geometric data and the initial configu-
ration of the HKM. Table 6.13 reports the inertia properties of the rigid bodies,
while Tables 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 give the definitions of the geometric properties
for the soft elements, as well as the mass and stiffness matrices. Finally, 6.17
defines the joints of the HKM.
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B
rb1
z
x
T1
T2
T3
top floor
attachment to the blanket interface
rb2
rb3
rb4
Figure 6.16: Kinematic model of the hybrid kinematic mechanism
parameter length [m]
l0 1.732
l01 0.823
l2 1.350
l4 1.250
z01 -3.200
z1 -3.435
z2 -5.000
z3 -6.250
z4 -6.450
z5 -6.750
Table 6.10: Geometric linear data of the hybrid kinematic mechanism
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parameter value [rad]
αxz,T1 0.1626
αxz,T2 0.0818
αyz,T2 0.1411
αxz,T3 0.0818
αyz,T3 0.1411
αxz,L1 0.0345
αxz,L2 0.0345
Table 6.11: Geometric angular data of the hybrid kinematic mechanism
node x y z
01cl , 01, 01bis , T1up l0/2/cos(pi/6) 0 0
02cl , 02, 02bis , T2up −l0/2/tan(pi/6) −l0/2 0
03cl , 03, 03bis , T3up −l0/2/tan(pi/6) l0/2 0
010rb1 0 0 z01
011, T1dw l01/2/cos(pi/6) 0 z01
012, T2dw −l01/2/tan(pi/6) −l01/2 z01
013, T3dw −l01/2/tan(pi/6) l01/2 z01
10rb2 0 0 z1
20 0 0 z2
20rb3 0 0 z2
21rb3 , 21, 21bis , L1up l2/2 0 z2
22rb3 , 22, 22bis , L2up −l2/2 0 z2
30 0 0 z3
30rb4 0 0 z3
41, L1dw l4/2 0 z4
42, L2dw −l4/2 0 z4
50 = EE 0 0 z5
Table 6.12: Initial configuration of the hybrid kinematic mechanism
rigid body mI JI,11 JI,22 JI,33
rb1 668.55 923.14 923. 22 62.60
rb2 486.89 142.08 142.08 72.85
rb3 436.21 155.33 172.47 37.74
rb4 344.68 23.96 68.34 57.83
Ti 53.77 71.00 71.00 0.4133
Li 12.87 2.965 2.965 0.0647
Table 6.13: Inertia properties in principal axes for the rigid bodies of the hybrid
kinematic mechanism (mass in [kg] and rotation inertia in [kgm])
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AT pi(0.170)
2/4
AL pi(0.120)
2/4
IT pi(0.170)
4/32
IL pi(0.120)
4/32
IzT pi(0.170)
4/64
IzL pi(0.120)
4/64
ρ 7850
E 210e9
ν 0.33
G E/(2(1 + ν))
Table 6.14: Geometric data and material properties for the soft elements of the
hybrid kinematic mechanism
element M11 M22 M33 M44 M55 M66
Ti ρAT ρAT ρAT ρIT ρIT ρIzT
Li ρAL ρAL ρAL ρIL ρIL ρIzL
Table 6.15: Cross-section mass matrices for the soft elements of the hybrid kine-
matic mechanism
element K11 K22 K33 K44 K55 K66
Ti GAT GAT EAT EIT EIT GIzT
Li GAL GAL EAL EIL EIL GIzL
Table 6.16: Cross-section stiffness matrices for the soft elements of the hybrid
kinematic mechanism.
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As an illustrative example, we perform the dynamic simulation of the HKM in
the first point-to-point motion, with triangular velocity profile, which has been
planned for the MMS removing process. Starting from the initial configuration
given in Table 6.12, the initial and final configuration of the joints (qi and qf ) as
well as the acceleration of the bang-bang profile q¨ and the final time tf are given
as follows
• T1: qi = 0; qf = −0.0293; q¨ = −0.1172; tf = 1
• T2: qi = 0; qf = 0.2068; q¨ = 0.8272; tf = 1
• T3: qi = 0; qf = −0.0720; q¨ = −0.2880; tf = 1
• θx: qi = 0; qf = 0.0628; q¨ = 0.2512; tf = 1
• θy: qi = 0; qf = −0.00488; q¨ = −0.01952; tf = 1
• θz: qi = 0; qf = −0.00314; q¨ = −0.01257; tf = 1
where the linear measurements are given in [m], while the angular ones in [rad].
For a first analysis, we simulate the MMS as a point mass which produces a force
weight Fbz = −784.5kN applied at the end-effector of the manipulator, along the
z−axis.
Fig. 6.17 shows the displacements of the end-effector of the HKM, i.e., the cen-
tral node of the attachment to the blanket interface, during the simulated test
trajectory. Two models are compared: RF, using all rigid elements but flexible
prismatic joints, and FR, using flexible elements for the linear actuators but rigid
joints. Moreover, we record the resulting reaction forces at the VTS interface,
during the motion, as we can see in Fig. 6.18.
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Figure 6.17: Displacements of end-effector of the hybrid kinematic mechanism in
the test trajectory.
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Figure 6.18: Reaction forces of the hybrid kinematic mechanism at the boundaries
with the vertical transport system interface, during the test trajectory. Red: 01cl;
Green: 02cl; Blue: 03cl. Solid: RF; Dotted: FR.
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Surgical
The second scenario is robotic surgery. In this context, flexible, even contin-
uum, manipulators are used for minimally invasive interventation in many pro-
cedures [16]. Recently, the needing of working through smaller incision within
smaller body cavities motivates the development of miniaturized continuum in-
struments also for laparoscopic-aided surgery [70]. In the following, we perform
the dynamic analysis of a robotic catheter used in vascular surgery. In this
context, dynamics plays an essential role in planning shaping operations and
simulating the overall 3D motion in a constrained environment.
The MagellanTM Robotic Catheter 10Fr has been selected for the analysis 1. This
is a robotic catheter used for intravascular shaping operations, and it is composed
by a guide and a robotically steerable inner leader. Both the guide and the
leader have the possibility to bend, as we can see from Fig. 6.19. We consider
the robotic catheter in the minimal extension configuration of the leader, and we
model it using the PWCD model, with n=2. The schematic model that we used
is illustrated in Fig. 6.20. The initial configuration is totally straight, and it is
given by Table 6.18. The mass and stiffness matrices for the guide and the leader
are given respectively by Table 6.19 and 6.20. The material is structural steel,
and the cross-sections are circular crowns.
As illustrative example, we consider the following input torques applied on nodes
3 and 4 as
• τ3,x = 0.4t; τ3,y = 4t; τ3,z = 40t, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1s
• τ4,x = −0.15t; τ4,y = −1.5t; τ4,z = −15t, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1s
This results in out-of-plane motion of the robotic catheter, a tipical motion in
robotic steerable shaping operations, including both bendings and also torsion. A
snapshot of the model in SimSOFT at the end-configuration in the test example is
illustrated in Fig. 6.21. Figure 6.22 shows the recording of the tip displacements
for the node 3 and the node 4 of the robotic catheter during the simulation.
node x y z
1 0 0 0
2 0.442 0 0
3 0.500 0 0
4 0.530 0 0
Table 6.18: Initial configuration of the Magellan Robotic Catheter 10Fr
1http://www.hansenmedical.com
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element M11 M22 M33 M44 M55 M66
guide ρAG ρAG ρAG ρJG ρIG ρIG
leader ρAL ρAL ρAL ρJL ρIL ρIL
Table 6.19: Cross-section mass matrices for the elements of the Magellan Robotic
Catheter 10Fr
element K11 K22 K33 K44 K55 K66
guide EAG GAG GAG GJG EIG EIG
leader EAL GAL GAL GJG EIL EIL
Table 6.20: Cross-section stiffness matrices for the elements of the Magellan
Robotic Catheter 10Fr.
Figure 6.19: Geometric data for the Magellan Robotic Catheter 10Fr
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1o
2 3 4
Figure 6.20: Schematic model (not in scale) of the the Magellan Robotic Catheter
10Fr in the configuration of minimum extension for the leader
Figure 6.21: The Magellan Robotic Catheter 10Fr in the configuration of minum
extension for the leader, as it appears in SimSOFT
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Figure 6.22: Displacements of the Magellan Robotic Catheter 10Fr in the test
simulation. As we can see, the trajectory induces a three-dimensional out-of-plane
motion.
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Rehabilitation
The last dynamic example is the modeling of soft bending actuators used for
whole-body manipulation. In the recent years, a growing interest on the use of
such actuators can be found in the development of soft orthotics and/or pros-
thetics for rehabilitation purposes [71,72]. In this context, dynamics using a fast
1D FEA plays an essential role in the first analysis on the manipulator, when we
are interested in the simulation of the overall motion of the actuator. A typical
circumstance could be the one involved in robust design optimization, i.e., how
changing the design parameters regarding the topology and the geometry of the
actuator, could affect the performances of the system. In this case, indeed, a fast
1D FEA-based physics engine might predict the resulting motion in a relatively
short time, if compared to 3D FEA softwares. After, once defined the overall
parameters of the actuator, one could, eventually, optimize the internal design of
the actuator’s chambre through 3D FEA softwares as Comsol or Abaqus.
An illustrative example of such actuators is shown in Fig. 6.23. We model the
soft bending actuator as a CD soft arm, with the following features: length
L = 0.15m, elastomeric material with E = 110e3Pa, ν = 0.5, G = E/(2(1 +
ν))Pa, ρ = 1080kg/m3. The initial configuration is straight, with its main axis
in the x−direction. The objective of this example is to show the capability of
SimSOFT in performing dynamic analysis in presence of hyper-elastic materials,
as the elastomer. These actuators are tipically pneumatically actuated. When
the air flows in, the actuator acts as a balloon, and it tries to expand in all
directions. For obtaining a bending moment when inflated, usually a tiny sheet
of inextensible material is added on one side. Since the distributed pressure
loads acts, experimentally, as a tip downward force of a certain magnitude [73],
as illustrative example we apply a tip force on the end node with law fy(t) =
−0.01t, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1s. This results in plane motions which are tipically used
for hand rehabilitation. Figure 6.24 illustrate some captions of the simulation,
while Fig. 6.25 shows the recording of the end-node trajectory along the x and y
directions. The system was simulated without gravity.
Figure 6.23: Example of soft bending actuators. Picture from the soft robotics
toolkita=
a= https://softroboticstoolkit.com/
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(a) t = 0 s (b) t = 0.33 s (c) t = 0.66 s (d) t = 1 s
Figure 6.24: Snapshot of the soft bending actuator in SimSOFT.
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Figure 6.25: Tip displacements of the soft bending actuators along the test tra-
jectory
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6.3.2 Learning from simulation
One of the greatest advantages of this formulation is its ability to catch the
main physical behaviour of soft robotics systems in a computational efficient way,
thanks to the use of the geometric implicit time integration scheme formulated on
a Lie group. SimSOFT has been implemented on a Intel R© CoreTM i7-4910MQ
CPU (quad-core 2.50 GHz, Turbo 3.50 GHz), 32 Gb RAM 1600MHz DDR3L,
NVIDIA R©Quadro R©K2100M w/2GB GDDR5 VGA machine, running Ubuntu
14, 64 bits. The mean computational time for solving the equations of motion of
soft model, in a test case of 1 s of simulation, is 2 s if using h = 10−2 s and 20 s if
using h = 10−3 s. This is quite a good result if compared to other formulations,
which require an average time of 28 min for 1 s of simulation [74].
This advantage allows to use SimSOFT as dataset generator for developing even
faster mathematical models for soft robots, using methods from the computa-
tional intelligence community, as deep learning [75]
Even if the development of a full learned soft robotic simulator is hugely expensive
from the computational point of view for both the dataset generation in all the
possible situations and the training procedure, we think that, in a first phase, we
can just develop fast models for specific and already designed robotic structures.
A typical situation could be: the use a computational mechanics based simulation
as SimSOFT in the mechanical design and analysis, and the development of ad-
hoc light mathematical models based on deep learning techniques and a reliable
dataset generator, once that the design has been fixed, the system is fully defined
and the operational range in which the robot operates is known.
The methodology used in this section for developing light models for soft robots
comprises four steps as (1) dataset generation; (2) traning process; (3) model
generation; (4) model validation.
We illustrate this idea using two fully defined benchmark problems, respectively
presented in Sec. 3.2.5 and 4.2.3. We are currently working in other more complex
examples, as we are in progress of the development of the soft robotics unina
dataset.
Static benchmark
The static benchmark refers to the example discussed in Sec. 3.2.5.
parameter values
τ 1:1:10 N m
EI 1:1:10 Nm2
L 0:0.01:0.1 and 0.2:0.1:1 m.
Table 6.21: Dataset for the constant deformation soft arm.
Table 6.21 gives the dataset used for this example. Notice that the dataset was
tightened near the origin to catch up the difficult orizontal tangent behavior next
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to the constraint for the cantilevered arm. The simulations for generating the
dataset have been performed using SimSOFT. We used a two-layer feedforward
neural network with 100 hidden neurons, and we updated its weights and biases
using the Bayesian regularization backpropagation algorithm [76,77]. The train-
ing process lasted 75 s. The regression value R and the mean square error MSE
of the net result being R = 1 and MSE = 9e− 7. We generate a learned model
and we compare its performances by using as error measurement the euclidean
distance between the exact and the learned solution normalized along the arm
length as
e(α)[%] =
√√√√ 3∑
i=1
e2i (6.1)
where
ei(α) =
pi,l(α)− pi,e(α)
α
· 100 (6.2)
being pil and pie respectively the learned and the exact displacements along the
three linear directions and α ∈ [0, 1] the curvilinear abscissa along the arm length.
In the central part of the training dataset, i.e., τ = 5 N m;EI = 5 Nm2, and using
L = 1 m, we obtain
em ± eσ[%] = 0.16± 0.14 (6.3)
where em and eσ indicate respectively the mean and the standard deviation of
the error e. The model takes an average execution time of 6.7 ms to run, while
the reference exact models (analytical and numerical) require respectively the
average execution time of 0.2 ms and 40 ms.
The statical learned model was validated by randomly varying one of its pa-
rameters (in this case, the applied torque τ) within the range of the dataset.
Figure 6.26 shows the errors of the learned model in nine different configurations.
In all these cases, the average errors are below 1%.
Dynamic benchmark
The dynamic benchmark refers to the example discussed in Sec. 4.2.3.
parameter values
ω pi:pi:5pi rad s−1
ρ 1000:500:5000 kg m3
E 10× 106:10× 106:10× 107 kPa
L 0.1:0.1:1 m
t 0.1:0.01:1 s
Table 6.22: Dataset for the free-rotating soft arm.
Table 6.22 gives the dataset used for this example. The simulations for generating
the dataset have been performed using SimSOFT. We used again a two-layer feed-
forward neural network with 100 hidden neurons in the fitting network’s hidden
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Figure 6.26: Learned continuum arm model at different load conditions.
layer and the Bayesian regularization backpropagation algorithm for the training
process. The training time lasted 2.14e4 s. The regression value R and the mean
square error MSE of the net result being R = 1 and MSE = 1e− 6. The value
for ei(α) in this case is given by ei(α) = (pi,l(α)− pi,e(α)) · 100.
In the central part of the training dataset, i.e., ω = 2pi rad s−1; ρ = 2000 kg m3,
E = 50× 106 kPa, t = 0.5 s and using L = 1 m, we obtain
em ± eσ[%] = 0.065± 0.041 (6.4)
The model takes an average execution time of 20 ms to run, while the reference ex-
act models (analytical and numerical) require respectively the average execution
time of 1 ms and 2 s.
The optimal learned model was validated by randomly varying one of its pa-
rameters (in this case, the applied velocity ω) within the range of the dataset.
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Figure 6.27 shows the errors of the learned model in four different configurations.
In all these cases, the average errors are below 1%.
Figure 6.27: Learned continuum arm model at different rotating velocities.
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Figure 6.28: Zero vibration input shaping process
6.3.3 Vibration control for remote procedures in challeng-
ing environments
Vibrarion control has the objective to limit the transient and residual vibrations
which might arise in complex motion of nonlinear mechanical systems. One of the
most adopted vibration control strategy is the command−shaping method [78]:
shaping the reference command such that the vibratory modes of the system are
canceled reduces the vibrations. In these methods, the reference signal is con-
volved with a sequence of impulses, namely an input shaper (see, e.g. Fig. 6.28).
The rise time of the command is lengthened by the duration of the shaper. Hence,
to achieve high−speed motion, it is important to minimize the shaper duration.
The main advantage of input shaping techniques is that the timing and the am-
plitude of the impulses are determined by solving a set of constraint equations
using only estimates of the system natural frequencies and damping [78].
However, shapers can be sensitive to parameter estimation, i.e. if the frequen-
cies and the damping are not well estimated or they are time−varying, then the
effectiveness of the method is reduced. For some shapers, residual vibration in-
creases rapidly as the actual parameters deviate from the modeled or estimated
parameters. One possible strategy to overcome this problem is the use of robust
input shapers [79], which allow a significative vibration suppression even in pres-
ence of uncertainity in the plant parameters. The disadvantage in this case is
increasing the rise time, which becomes higher as the robustness of the shaper
increases. Moreover, robust shapers still suffer in systems with time−varying
parameters, since they allow the suppression of the vibrations in a pre−defined
frequency interval. In sum, the use of robust shapers, even if it allows for vibra-
tion suppression in presence of uncertainity, it still presents two main problems:
(i) increasing of the rise time; (ii) requiring a−priori knowledge of the frequency
range in which the system operates. Moreover, input shapers have been mainly
used in the context of linear systems, or, using linearized models of nonlinear
systems, which allows to determine an estimation of the natural frequencies of
the original nonlinear system and, based on these, compute time location and
amplitudes of the shaper.
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Figure 6.29: Input predictive shaping process.
Since the basic idea of the input shapers is to apply input commands when
the oscillatory mechanical system crosses the zero deflection on a time-position
graph, the availability of efficient physics engine to simulate the motion of flexible
nonlinear mechanical systems in different operative conditions, might leverage
the development of a new approach in designing input shapers, using a predictive
approach. The basic idea behind the Input Predictive Shaping (IPS) process is
illustrated in Fig. 6.29.
Zero vibration input predictive shaping for a nonlinear pendulum
As illustrative example of the method, we develop the zero-vibration input predic-
tive shaping (ZV-IPS) [80] for the most well-known nonlinear mechanical system,
namely a nonlinear pendulum, illustrated in Fig. 6.30. This system can approxi-
mate the behavior of many real mechanical systems, as an overhead crane with a
suspended payload. In the oﬄine training, we simulate the motion of the system
with the starting conditions indicated in Table 6.23, where l and x˙ indicate re-
spectively the hoist length and the velocity of the trolley along the x−direction.
These conditions make the method valid for most industrial cranes. After, we
train a 10 hidden neurons feedforward network which updates weights according
to Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm [81]. The analytic expressions
for the ZV-IPS for a nonlinear pendulum are given in Table 6.24.
We test the vibration control algorithm in the simple test trajectory illustrated in
Fig. 6.32. The ideal reference velocity command in x− direction is a step function
of duration 3.315 s and value 2× 10−1 ms−1, which makes the trolley moving
of 1.3 m. As shown in Fig. 6.32, the real reference velocity command acting
on the experimental crane results having a trapezoidal profile, of total duration
3.723 s, since we deal with actual commands. The real command shaped using
the developed ZV-IPS is shown in the same figure: the result is a total duration
of 4.59 s. All these data refer to the performed experiments. In the ZV-IPS
command, we can note that the durations of the two commands acting at the
velocity 1× 10−1 ms−1 are different: the first one of 0.36 s, while the second one of
1.02 s. This happens because the z−coordinate corresponding to the initial crane
hoist is smaller than the z−coordinate corresponding to the final crane hoist. In
fact, as the frequency decreases, the rise time of the command increases. The
movement in z−direction is of 0.8 m, with constant velocity.
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Figure 6.30: Nonlinear pendulum.
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Figure 6.31: Experimental setup, the Georgia Tech bridge crane
Figure 6.33 compares the payload deflections of the ZV-IPS command with the
unshaped response, in both simulations and experiments performed on the Geor-
gia Tech bridge crane, which is shown in Fig. 6.31
Moreover, we compared the performance of the ZV-IPS in terms of both shaper
duration and residual vibration amplitude with respect to the classical ZV shaper
and the robust two−hump extra insensitive (EI) shaper. Experiments were
recorded for the same trajectory. The comparison is illustrated in Fig. 6.34. ZV-
IPS shows the same residual vibrations of the two−hump EI shaper, but with a
shaper duration similar to the ZV, the fastest non−negative shaper. Thus, the
input predictive shaper, using only two informations from the cranes states (hoist
cable length and trolley velocity), measured on the fly, is a good compromise in
obtaining almost zero residual vibrations having at the same time a fast response.
parameter values
l 0.1:0.1:25pi m
x˙ −2× 10−1:0.1:2× 10−1 m s-1
Table 6.23: Dataset for the ZV-IPS for a nonlinear pendulum.
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Figure 6.32: Velocity commands for the ZV-IPS experiments.
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Figure 6.33: ZV-IPS: comparison of experimental and simulated response.
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of input shapers. Experimental data.
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6.4 Summary
• A general-purpose physics engine for rigid and soft robots is composed by
a library of elements which are connected by joints. The dynamics of the
elements (rigid or soft arms) results in ODE, while the dynamics of elements
connected by joints results in DAE. These equations are then solved using
an implicit time integration scheme, and some tools are available for post-
processing analysis.
• Benchmarks including (i) planar two-link rigid manipulator; (ii) free-falling
flexible double pendulum; (iii) spatial flexible manipulator; (iv) Prince-
ton experiment; (v) multisegment rod-driven continuum manipulator, have
been selected from the literature to validate the mathematical models dis-
cussed in the thesis.
• Dynamic models are used to simulate the motion, mechanical design and
optimization, planning operations for robotic mechanisms. In the nuclear
fusion scenario, the dynamic analysis leads to some data useful, for in-
stance, for the mechanical design of the VTS and for validating conceptual
design alternatives. In robotic surgery, the piecewise constant deformation
dynamic model might be used to predict the displacements of the backbone
of the manipulator, and thus, planning surgical operations in confined envi-
ronment. In rehabilitation, the constant deformation dynamic model might
be used in a high-level analysis, to size the soft actuator such that it will
assume the desired shape for whole-body manipulation tasks.
• The availability of a fast and accurate physics engine for complex robotic
mechanisms might pave the way to develop computationally efficient math-
ematical models using a deep learning approach.
• The possibility to predict the motion, and thus, the vibrations, of generic
mechanical systems, might pave the way towards the development of pre-
dictive approaches for control, as in vibration control.
• The zero-vibration input predictive shaper offers a promising alternative
to produce, for a nonlinear pendulum, fast motion without vibrations, as
compared to other input shapers.
• . . . Other potential applications which eventually would require the avail-
ability of a computational mechanics based engine for rigid and soft robots?
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Summary
The main results of this thesis which go beyond the current state-of-the art in
the robotics research are
• generalization of the product of exponentials formula for soft robotic ma-
nipulators using geometric methods and a finite element approach
• derivation of soft geometric jacobians for soft robotic arms using geometric
methods and a finite element approach
• derivation of a dynamic model for soft robotic manipulators which has the
same structure of the rigid robotic manipulators, using the Hamiltonian
formulation and the calculus of variations.
• dynamic coupling of multiple soft and rigid arms in the same mathematical
model using geometric methods for the formulation of rigid and flexible
joints.
This allowed the development of SimSOFT, a c++ dynamic library which paves
the way towards the development of interesting applications, as the ones presented
as examples in the thesis.
Further work
Several points of the thesis can be further investigated. Some possibilities are
• development of closed-loop inverse kinematics algorithms for piecewise con-
stant deformation soft robotic arms
• development of a robot control framework for piecewise constant deforma-
tion soft robotic arms
• development of a theoretical framework based on the geometric methods
for whole-body grasping and manipulation using piecewise constant defor-
mation soft robotic arms
The parallel development of further applications in SimSOFT can be addressed.
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Lie group framework
A.1 Lie group foundamentals
Definition 2 A group (G, ·) is a set G of elements q with a composition operation
(·) which satisfies the axioms of closure, associativity, existence of the neutral and
of the inverse elements.
Definition 3 A Lie group is a continuous group for which the composition rule
and the inverse are smooth.
Thus, geometrically speaking, a Lie group is a differentiable manifold, and differ-
ential geometry can be used to perform operations on the group. In this context
we deal with matrix Lie group, that is, a finite dimensional Lie group for which
a matrix representation with the matrix product as composition rule is always
possible.
The tangent space at q ∈ G is denoted TqG.
Definition 4 The Lie algebra g is the tangent space at the identity of a Lie
group. It is isomorphic to Rk through the invertible linear map
(˜·) : Rk → g, a 7→ a˜ (A.1)
The derivative of q with respect to a ∈ R reads
da(q) = qa˜L (A.2)
= a˜Rq (A.3)
where a˜L ∈ g and a˜R ∈ g are respectively called a left and right invariant vector
field.
The adjoint representation of a Lie algebra element is defined as
Adq : g→ g, a˜ 7→ qa˜q−1 (A.4)
According to the isomorphism g ' Rk, Adq is also used, with a slight abuse of
notations, for the adjoint representation as a linear map acting Rk isomorphic
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elements of the Lie algebra, that is Adq : Rk → Rk. Some properties of the
adjoint representation:
(Adq)
−1 = Adq−1 (A.5)
Adq1Adq2 = Adq1q2 (A.6)
The Lie bracket operator is the bilinear operator defined as
[·, ·] : g× g→ g, [a˜, b˜] 7→ a˜b˜− b˜a˜ (A.7)
Thanks to the Lie bracket operator, we can write the commutativity of the cross
derivatives as
db(a˜)− da(b˜) = [a˜, b˜] (A.8)
According to the isomorphism g ' Rk, Eq. A.8 can be expressed in terms of
vectors in Rk as
db(a)− da(b) = âb (A.9)
where ·̂ is a linear operator defined as
(̂·) : Rk → Rk×k, a 7→ â = A (A.10)
The linear operator ·̂ can be alternatively introduced from the adjoint represen-
tation and denoted as
ada(b) = âb (A.11)
A.2 The special Orthogonal group SO(3)
Proposition 3 The set of 3× 3 matrices as
{R ∈ R3|RTR = I3×3, det(R) = +1} (A.12)
together with the matrix product as composition operation, is a matrix Lie group,
which is called the special Orthogonal group SO(3).
Notice that SO(3) is not commutative, i.e., R1R2 6= R2R1, since the matrix
product is not commutative.
Its Lie algebra, denoted as so(3), is the space of skew-symmetric matrices
a˜ =
 0 −a3 a2a3 0 −a1
−a2 a1 0
 (A.13)
It is isomorphic to R3 with
a =
a1a2
a3
 (A.14)
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In particular, Eq. A.2 and Eq. A.3 read
da(R) = Ra˜L (A.15)
= a˜RR (A.16)
The adjoint representation in A.4 is given by
AdR(a˜) = Ra˜R˜
T (A.17)
AdR(a) = Ra (A.18)
The ·̂ is equivantent to ·˜.
A.3 The special Euclidean group SE(3)
Proposition 4 The set of 4× 4 matrices as
H = H(R,u) =
[
R u
01×3 1
]
(A.19)
where R ∈ SO(3) and u ∈ R3, together with the matrix product as composition
rule, is a matrix Lie group, and is called the special Euclidean group SE(3).
The Lie algebra, denoted se(3), is the space of 4× 4 matrices h˜ as
h˜ = A(h˜ω,hu) =
[
h˜ω hu
01×3 0
]
(A.20)
where h˜ω ∈ so(3) and hu ∈ R3. In the screw theory, the elements of se(3) are
called twists. The Lie algebra h˜ω ∈ so(3) is the skew-symmetric matrix
h˜ω =
 0 −h3 h2h3 0 −h1
−h2 h1 0
 (A.21)
which is isomorphic to R3 with hω = [h1 h2 h3]T . Notice that se(3) is isomorphic
to R6, with
h =
[
hu
hω
]
(A.22)
Using the left invariant vector field, the derivative of H take the form
da(H) = Hh˜ (A.23)
The adjoint representation is given by
AdH(h˜) = Hh˜H
−1 (A.24)
AdH(h) =
[
R u˜R
03×3 R
]
h (A.25)
The ·̂ operator is given by
ĥ =
[
h˜ω h˜ω
03×3 h˜ω
]
(A.26)
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The exponential map
In this section we introduce the exponential map obtained from the left invariant
vector field of derivatives.
B.1 Exponential map foundamentals
Let us consider Eq. A.2 using the left invariant vector field as
da(q) = qa˜ (B.1)
Equation B.1 can be seen as a linear differential equation on the Lie group. If a˜
does not depend on a, the solution is
q(a) = q0exp(a˜a) (B.2)
where q0 is a constant of integration and exp is the exponential operator, which
maps an element of the Lie algebra into an element of the Lie group:
exp : g→ G, a˜ 7→ exp(a˜) (B.3)
and it is given by
exp(a˜) =
∞∑
i=0
a˜i
i!
(B.4)
The inverse map of the exponential map is called the logarithmic map
log : G→ g, q 7→ log(q) = a˜ (B.5)
and it is given by
log(q) =
∞∑
i=0
(e− q)i
i
(B.6)
According to the isomorphism g ' Rk, we can use q = exp(a) and log(q) = a,
with a ∈ Rk. Since the Lie algebra is isomorphic to Rk, the exponential map and
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the logarithmic map introduce a local parametrization of the Lie group around
any q0 ∈ G. Thus, any q ∈ G can be expressed as a function of u˜ ∈ g using the
exponential operator and the composition with q0 as
q = q0exp(u˜) (B.7)
Considering B.7 and B.2, we can introduce the tangent operator of the exponential
map
T : Rk → Rk, u 7→ T(u)da(u) = a (B.8)
which is given by
T(u) =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i û
i
(i+ 1)!
(B.9)
Expressing B.7 as u˜ = log(q−10 q), we can introduce the inverse of the tangent
operator of the exponential map
T−1 : Rk → Rk, u, a 7→ T−1(u)a = da(u) (B.10)
which is given by
T−1(u) =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)iBi û
i
(i)!
(B.11)
where Bi is the Bernoulli number of the first kind.
B.2 The exponential map on SO(3)
The exponential map on SO(3) is given by
expSO(3)(hω) = I3×3 + α(hω)h˜ω +
β(hω)
2
h˜2ω (B.12)
where
α(hω) =
sin(‖hω‖)
‖hω‖ β(hω) = 2
1− cos(‖hω‖)
‖hω‖2 γ(hω) =
‖hω‖
2
cot
(‖hω‖
2
)
(B.13)
Equation B.12 is known as Rodriguez’ formula. The logarithmic map is given by
logSO(3)(R) =
θ
2sinθ
(R−RT ) (B.14)
with
θ = acos
(
1
2
(trace(R)− 1
)
, θ < pi (B.15)
The tangent operator is given by
TSO(3)(hω) = I3×3 − β(hω)
2
h˜ω +
1− α(hω)
‖hω‖2 h˜
2
ω (B.16)
The inverse of the tangent operator is given by
T−1SO(3)(hω) = I3×3 +
1
2
h˜ω +
1− γ(hω)
‖hω‖2 h˜
2
ω (B.17)
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B.3 The exponential map on SE(3)
The exponential map on SE(3) is given by
expSE(3)(h) =
[
expSO(3)(hω) T
T
SO(3)(hω)hu
01×3 1
]
(B.18)
The logarithmic map is given by
logSE(3)(H) =
[
h˜ω T
−T
SO(3)(hω)hu
01×3 0
]
(B.19)
where h˜ω = logSO(3)(R) and
logSO(3)(R) =
θ
2sinθ
(R−RT ) (B.20)
with
θ = acos
(
1
2
(trace(R)− 1
)
, θ < pi (B.21)
The tangent operator is given by
TSE(3)(h) =
[
TSO(3)(hω) Tuω+(hu,hω)
03×3 TSO(3)(hω)
]
(B.22)
where
Tuω+(hω,hu) =
−β
2
h˜ω +
1− α
‖hω‖2 [hω,hu] +
hTuhω
‖hu‖2
(
(β − α)h˜u + (β
2
− 3(1− α‖hu‖2 )h˜
2
u
)
(B.23)
The inverse of the tangent operator is given by
T−1SE(3)(h) =
[
T−1SO(3)(hω) Tuω−(hu,hω)
03×3 T−1SO(3)(hω)
]
(B.24)
where
Tuω−(hω,hu) =
1
2
h˜ω +
1− γ
‖hω‖2 [hω,hu] +
hTuhω
‖hu‖4
(
(
1
β
+ γ − 2)h˜2u
)
(B.25)
with α = α(hω), β = β(hω), γ = γ(hω)
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C.1 Lie subgroup foundamentals
Definition 5 (H, ·) is a subgroup of a group (G, ·) if H is a subset of G such
that
(i) H is closed under ·, i.e., ∀q1, q2 ∈ H, q1 · q2 = q3 ∈ H
(ii) the neutral element of (G, ·), e, is also the neutral element of (H, ·)
(iii) the inverse of an element of H is also in H, i.e., ∀q ∈ H, q−1 ∈ H
Definition 6 A Lie subgroup is a subgroup of a Lie group which is also a differ-
entiable manifold
We are only interested in matrix Lie groups, namely the matrix representation
of finite dimensional Lie groups. In the same fashion, we speak of matrix Lie
subgroup.
A Lie subgroup H is a Lie subgroup which is associated with a Lie subalgebra h.
A Lie group and its Lie subgroups are associated as follows
Definition 7 A subalgebra h of an algebra g is a subspace of g which is closed
under the Lie bracket operator, i.e., ∀a˜, b˜ ∈ h, [a˜, b˜] ∈ h
Proposition 5 Let G and H be Lie groups, and g and h be the associated Lie
algebra’s. H is a Lie subgroup of G if and only if h is a subalgebra of g
Accordingly, h is isomorphic to Rl, a subspace of Rk, where k is the dimension
of the Lie algebra g. In particular, for each subgroup, there exists a linear map
h→ g, a˜ 7→ A˜a (C.1)
Rl → Rk, a 7→ Aa (C.2)
where A is a k× l full rank matrix. Using this notation, the Lie bracket operator
yields
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∀a˜, b˜ ∈ h,∃ c˜ ∈ h : [A˜a, A˜b] = A˜c (C.3)
and the derivative with respect to some parameter a ∈ R of a curve q(a) in a Lie
subgroup of G can be expressed as
da(q) = qA˜a (C.4)
The commutativity of the derivatives reads
Adb(a˜)−Ada(b˜) = [A˜a, A˜b] (C.5)
and
Adb(a)−Ada(b) = ÂaAb (C.6)
C.2 Subgroups of the special Orthogonal group
SO(3)
The only non-trivial Lie subgroup of SO(3) is SO(2), which represents planar
rotations, i.e., rotations about a given axis. In particular, the product of two
rotations about a given axis results in a rotation about that given axis.
The dimension of the Lie algebra associated to SO(2) is 1, a ∈ R is the derivative
of the rotation angle, and A in Eq. C.2 becomes a 3× 1 vector, namely the unit
vector parallel to the rotation axis, say n ∈ R3. Denoting two elements of the Lie
algebra as a1n and a2n, the Lie bracket in (C.5) yields the element a3n as
[a1n˜, a2n˜] = a3n˜ (C.7)
with a3 = 0 since
[a1n˜, a2n˜] = a1n˜a2n˜− a2n˜a1n˜ = 03×1 (C.8)
Thus, SO(2) is Abelian since the Lie bracket vanishes.
C.3 Subgroups of the special Euclidean group
SE(3)
The matrix A in (C.5) is a 6× l matrix for SE(3), being l the dimension of the
subgroup. The most useful Lie subgroups of SE(3) represent the lower pair joints
listed in Table 5.1. Notice that all the subgroups in this Table, except R2 and
SO(3) (interpreted as planar and spherical joints), are Abelian.
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Time integration on a Lie group
D.1 Implicit time integration on a Lie group
The general form of differential-algebraic equations on a Lie group take the form
q˙ = qA˜η (D.1)
g(q,η, η˙) + ATϕTq (q)λ = 0 (D.2)
ϕ(q) = 0 (D.3)
The integration method relies on the discretized differential-algebraic equations
on a Lie group
q˙n+1 = qn exp(A˜nn+1) (D.4)
g(qn+1,ηn+1, η˙n+1) + A
TϕTq (qn+1)λn+1 = 0 (D.5)
ϕ(qn+1) = 0 (D.6)
and the integration formulae
nn+1 = hηn + (0.5− β)h2an + βh2an+1 (D.7)
ηn+1 = ηn + (1− γ)han + γhan+1 (D.8)
an+1 =
1
1− αm
(
(1− αf )η˙n+1 + αf η˙n − αman
)
(D.9)
where n refers to the time step, h is the time step size and a is a vector of
pseudo-accelerations. Notice that n has an index n+1 to indicate that it changes
at each time step, but the value at the step n is not involved at step n + 1.
nn+1 ∈ g is a vectorial quantity interpreted as an increment about qn ∈ G and is
projected onto the Lie group thanks to the exponential map, which introduces a
local parametrization about qn. The numerical parameters of the method can be
selected to achieve a desired spectral radius ρ ∈ [0, 1) at high frequency as
αm =
2ρ− 1
ρ+ 1
; αf =
ρ
ρ+ 1
; γ =
3− ρ
2(ρ+ 1)
; β =
1
(ρ+ 1)2
(D.10)
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Equations (D.4)–(D.6) are solved at each time step for the unknowns nn+1,ηn+1, η˙n+1
and an+1. Since they are usually non-linear, a Newton-Raphson iterative proce-
dure, which requires the linearization of the equations of motion, is used. A finite
variation due to the Newton-Raphson procedure is denoted with ∆(·).
Let us first consider the linearization with respect to qn+1 of Eq. D.4. According
to (C.4) and considering the finite variation resulting from the local parametriza-
tion in (D.4) we have respectively
∆(qn+1) = qn+1A˜∆qn+1 (D.11)
∆(qn+1) = qn+1(T(nn+1)A∆nn+1)˜ (D.12)
where T is the tangent map operator. By comparing (D.11) and (D.12), we
obtain
A∆qn+1 = T(nn+1)A∆nn+1 (D.13)
Denoting the left side of Eq. D.5 as r(qn+1,ηn+1, η˙n+1,λn+1), the linearization of
(D.5)–(D.6) reads
Dr · (A∆qn+1) = KTA∆qn+1 = KTT(nn+1)A∆nn+1 (D.14)
Dr · (∆ηn+1) = CT∆ηn+1 (D.15)
Dr · (∆η˙n+1) = MT∆η˙n+1 (D.16)
Dr · (∆λn+1) = ATϕTq ∆λn+1 (D.17)
Dϕ · (A∆qn+1) = ϕqA∆qn+1 = ϕqT(nn+1)A∆nn+1 (D.18)
where KT ,CT and MT are respectively interpreted as the tangent stiffness, tan-
gent damping and tangent mass matrices. These matrices are obtained from the
variations of the internal and inertial forces. The linearization of the integration
formula in (D.7)–(D.9) yields
∆ηn+1 = γ
′∆nn+1 (D.19)
∆η˙n+1 = β
′∆nn+1 (D.20)
where γ′ = γ/(βh) and β′ = (1− αm)/(βh2(1− αf )).
Eventually, the finite variations of the configuration increments nn+1 and of the
Lagrange multipliers λn+1 are computed at each Newton-Raphson step by solving
ST
[
∆nn+1
∆λn+1
]
= −
[
r∗
ϕ∗
]
(D.21)
where r∗ and ϕ∗ are respectively the value of the residual and the constraints
where the system is linearized and ST is the iteration matrix given by
ST =
[
β′MT + γ′CT + KTT(nn+1)A ATϕTq
ϕqT(nn+1)A 0
]
(D.22)
The finite variations of the velocities and the accelerations are computed from
∆nn+1 according to (D.19)–(D.20).
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D.2 Time integration on SO(3)
The implicit time integration method applied to a rotating rigid body leads to
Rn+1 = Rn expSO(3)(n˜n+1) (D.23)
Jω˙n+1 + ω˜n+1Jωn+1 = 03×1 (D.24)
together with the following integration formulae
nn+1 = hωn + (0.5− β)h2an + βh2an+1 (D.25)
ωn+1 = ωn + (1− γ)han + γhan+1 (D.26)
an+1 =
1
1− αm ((1− αf )ω˙n+1 + αf ω˙n − αman) (D.27)
The iteration matrix in Eq. D.22 is given by
ST = β
′J + γ′(ω˜J− J˜ω) (D.28)
Notice that there is no tangent stiffness matrix here since the equilibrium equa-
tions do not depend on R.
D.3 Time integration on SE(3)
The implicit time integration method applied to the equations of motion of a
rigid body leads to
Hn+1 = Hn expSE(3)(n˜n+1) (D.29)
Mη˙n+1 − η̂Tn+1Mηn+1 = 06×1 (D.30)
The time integration formulae are readily identical to (D.7)–(D.9). The iteration
matrix in Eq. D.22 is given by
ST =
[
β′mI3×3 + γ′mω˜ −γ′mu˜
03×3 β′J + γ′(ω˜J− J˜ω)
]
(D.31)
Notice that there is no tangent stiffness matrix here because the equilibrium
equations do not depend on H.
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